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Jane M. Orient

Criminal Liberty and
Civil Liability:

Can Free Enterprise Survive?

A lame, gray-haired contractor com
plains that a lumber company em
ployee is dilatory in serving him. The
burly young man thereupon shoves
his customer down the stairs. The
public prosecutor doesn't think it
worthwhile to press assault charges,
so the culprit remains unpunished.

A domestic employee decides on
her own to go down to the cellar, and
falls on the stairs. She claims she
was not warned of some hazardous
condition, and the court awards her
a hefty sum, with a generous share
for her lawyer.

A "sting" operation by the Tucson
Police Department, costing $60,000,
led to the solution of hundreds of

Jane M. Orient, M.D., is in the private practice of med
icine in Tucson, Arizona. She also is adjunct assis
tant professor of internal medicine at the University
of Arizona College of Medicine.

burglaries and the conviction of 34
offenders. Fifteen were sentenced to
prison; a few got short jail terms;
thirteen received only probation,
possibly with orders to pay restitu
tion ranging from $20 to $1871, to
talling $5129. 1

A 22-year-old woman suffered and
recovered completely from toxic
shock syndrome in 1980, the first
year in which this disease was widely
recognized. A jury awarded her a
$10.5 million judgment against
Johnson & Johnson, manufacturers
of OB tampons, although the only
brand implicated in causing a higher
risk of this condition was Rely, which
was voluntarily withdrawn from the
market by Procter & Gamble. The
message was supposed to be that
companies should "please test their
products before marketing them."2

259
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The exact meaning of this admoni
tion was not specified; since the in
cidence of the disease is approxi
matelyone in 100,000 population per
year,3 no economically feasible test
would have detected it. The justifi
cation for the size of the award was
"to slap Johnson & Johnson's hands
real good (siC.)."4

Nonproductive Versus Profitable
Risks

In 1912, Isaac Adler published a
treatise on lung cancer, a previously
rare disease, in which he speculated
that tobacco smoke might be one of
the causes. A controlled study in
which cigarette smoking was shown
to be associated with lung cancer was
published in 1939. In 1964, the Sur
geon General's report cautioned that
cigarette smoking appeared to out
weigh all other factors in the causa
tion of lung cancer, increasing the
risk by a factor of about ten, as well
as contributing to other serious
health problems.5 No health benefits
have ever been described. No suits
are pending against the tobacco
growers, but cigarette packages must
now carry a warning on the label.

In 1907, the first report to suggest
asbestos toxicity appeared, but the
magnitude of the problem was not
fully appreciated until the 1960s, due
to the long latency period before dis
eases manifest themselves. Heavy
asbestos exposure increases the risk
of lung cancer in nonsmokers by a

factor of five. 6 The material is widely
used in construction and shipbuild
ing for its insulating and fireproof
ing properties. No completely satis
factory substitute is available.
Synthetic mineral fibers proposed to
replace this natural product may not
be safe; they have been found to in
duce tumors in animals. 7

Lawsuits against companies in
volved in any aspect of asbestos use
(even just the paperwork) threaten
many with bankruptcy. One small
firm, which up until 1970 used as
bestos in a few of its many insula
tion products, faces 13,000 suits.8 If
continued at the present rate, asbes
tos litigation will amount to $38 bil
lion over the next 15 years, and may
force large insurance companies to
default, leaving their policyholders
without coverage.9 On the other
hand, school districts, which compel
children to attend school in build
ings in which the decay of sprayed
decorative and insulative materials
exposes them to the carcinogenic fi
bers, are not similarly imperiled. Nor
is the U.S. government, which or
dered substantial quantities of the
material for warships.

Identifying the Agent

In a criminal case, the prosecution
must demonstrate beyond a reason
able doubt that the accused inten
tionally committed the act. Motive,
means, and opportunity must be
shown. So scrupulously are the rights
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of the defendant protected that if a
police officer or the court makes a
procedural error, even an obviously
guilty prisoner may be released.

In a civil court, the defendant lacks
the same advantages, and the stan
dard of proof is far different. A prop
erty owner need have no motive for
injuring a guest or employee, nor
prospect of benefiting from the mis
fortune. Failure to prevent a calam
ity caused by the law of gravity and
a lapse of attention on the part of
the victim may be punished more
severely than breaking and enter
ing. Entrepreneurs are assumed to
have a motive, the seeking of profit.
An intention to do harm need not be
present. That workers and cus
tomers also share in the compensa
tory benefits of a product appears to
be irrelevant.

To prove that a certain product
caused an injury may be straightfor
ward in a few cases, such as septic
shock resulting from bacterial con
tamination of intravenous fluids.
However, guilt by association is more
usual. Tampons do not directly cause
toxic shock, nor do they carry the
bacteria that are implicated. Proba
bly, they facilitate in some way the
growth ofa strain ofStaphylococcus,
which became more prevalent in
isolates from surgical wounds and
burns around 1960. In 1979 or 1980,
this strain underwent a genetic
change, increasing its virulence.
Men, children, and women who never

use tampons can also be afflicted, but
tampons were associated in about 85
per cent of the reported cases. The
extensive publicity accompanying the
discovery (partly sponsored by Proc
ter & Gamble), alerted potential vic
tims, but also biased researchers.

In a criminal case, if a hypnotist
suggests to a witness that he might
have seen a blue car, subsequent
testimony about a blue car must not
be admitted. A similar fallacy per
vades the epidemiological studies,
which rely heavily on human mem
ory. A prominent statistician con
siders the case against tampons to
be still the Scottish one: not proved.10

Evidence linking occupational ex
posures to disease is also statistical
and largely circumstantial. For ob
vious reasons, one cannot do a con
trolled experiment, in which some
human beings are deliberately ex
posed to a suspected toxin, and oth
ers not. One must look back on sit
uations in which this has already
occurred in a "natural" experiment.
Many pitfalls await investigators.
Important issues are the selection of
an appropriate comparison group,
elimination of bias, and proper han
dling of confounding factors (such as
exposure to other carcinogens, no
tably cigarettes).

Establishing Responsibility

Even if an individual is known to
have committed a criminal act, he
cannot necessarily be held respons.i-
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ble for it. If psychiatrists testify per
suasively that the accused was un
able to exercise free will, due to
mental disease, he must be acquit
ted. The criminal is often portrayed
as the victim of society, perhaps
through having unloving parents, or
experiencing poverty or social dis
cord. Compelled by his early influ
ences, he is not really free to choose.

In civil law, it is not necessary to
identify an act that directly caused
injury. Omissions (negligence) rather
than commissions are generally at
issue. Presumably, a manufacturer
is free to choose what he will make.
One might argue that a worker is
free to decline employment, but ap
parently his freedom is to be consid
ered impaired if he is not fully in
formed of all the risks (even if they
are not fully known). A court must
inevitably try to evaluate risks in
retrospect.

A worker afflicted with asbestosis
would probably say he wouldn't have
taken the job if he could have fore
seen his present condition. Yet, at
the outset, he might have made the
same decision if he weighed the risk
of lung disease 25 to 30 years in the
future against the drawbacks of un
employment or the chance of early
violent death faced by taxi drivers.
Similarly, a woman who complains
after her episode of toxic shock might
still have elected to use tampons at
the point when illness was a slight
risk rather than a reality, just as 70

to 75 per cent of women in the most
susceptible age group continue to do,
despite the warning message in the
box. 11

Ability to Pay

Allocating responsibility is a
treacherous task, but several prin
ciples seem discernible in court de
cisions. Ability to pay is a key qual
ification for assuming liability.
Although hesitant to demand that
lawbreakers take the consequences
of actions which they perform, courts
readily blame prosperous, well-in
sured individuals or corporations for
forces over which they have little
control. While the adjective "ob
scene" may be applied to profits re
sulting from useful production, it is
not used in the context of profits from
being a victim or representing those
perceived to be unfortunate.

That the producer bears greater
responsibility than the consumer,
and the owner than the worker, is
justified to some extent by the greater
knowledge and capability of the
former. However, the disproportion
is increasing to the point that the
producer is supposed to be omni
scient, and the "little guy" feeble and
stupid. For example, the desiccant
in pill bottles is stamped "Do Not
Eat," lest someone try to swallow it
despite its large size and cylindrical
shape. Although owners may be held
liable for not warning workers of
hazards of which even they were un-
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aware, workers and union represen
tatives are not imagined to be capa
ble of asking a reference librarian or
a competent physician for informa
tion about the dangers of the
workplace.

Who Pays?

The costs of crime are borne al
most entirely by the victims. The
law-abiding citizens may lose their
property or even their lives, and yet
must also support criminals in prison
and pay for the safeguards to their
rights. Less obvious is the fact that
the penalties for the alleged mis
deeds of corporations are also borne
by society. Bankruptcy may be most
painful for the stockholders who lose
their investment (including retired
people dependent on pensions), but
also means fewer employment op
portunities. The costs of litigation
and of increased premiums for lia
bility insurance must ultimately be
paid by customers. An incalculable
cost is funds lost to research and de
velopment. How much of the legal
expenses of Johnson & Johnson will
be diverted from its investigations
of the Staphylococcus, a widespread
and lethal bacterium?

Besides the financial impact, a
more serious consequence of unlim
ited liability for corporations is the
prospect of unlimited jurisdiction for
government. Added to consumers'
clamoring for protection is the cor
poration's plea for regulation. Com-

pliance with a legislative standard
neatly shifts the responsibility for
disasters to the government. This
dishonorable escape route may pos
sibly be justified as self-defense. For
who would voluntarily sign such a
contract as is implicit in many court
decisions: The employee agrees to
work for a predetermined sum; but
if some misfortune befalls him dur
ing his lifetime that might be re
lated to the workplace, the corpora
tion must pay whatever com
pensation pleases the court up to the
limit of its assets.

Regulation naturally diminishes
choice. The price paid for avoiding
responsibility is forfeiting the right
to choose. (The converse of this prop
osition applies in criminal law: the
criminal who cannot choose is not
responsible.)

Does Diminished Freedom Buy
Security?

Loss of liberty might arguably be
acceptable if traded for improve
ments in safety. Thus far, the inten
tions of government agencies have
often had the opposite result. Her
bert Spencer gives many examples:
despite the exertions of the British
Shipwreck Committee, the loss of
lives and of ships worsened, as ad
ministrative expenses multiplied. 12

Since the legal system is designed to
attribute blame, its ineptitude in
analyzing the cause of problems
should·not be surprising. Though oc-
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cupational hazards are in the lime
light, "lifestyle" factors are of much
greater importance.

While the federal government pays
billions in compensation to coal
workers whose minimal x-ray
changes of black lung disease do not
cause any impairment in lung func
tion, the same government pays
millions in subsidies to the tobacco
industry, whose product does cause
30 per cent of the nation's cancer13

and most of the disabling chronic
lung disease. While the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission keeps a rel
atively safe nuclear reactor shut
down in order to investigate its psy
chological impact, power plants
which are a hundred times more
dangerous substitute for its output.
While being protected by the testing
requirements of the Food and Drug
Administration, victims of asthma
and coronary artery disease have
waited a decade for excellent drugs
widely used in Europe.

Criminal Acts

Though regulation and litigation
have not been shown to save lives,
they do assign taxpaying companies
the status of criminals. One small
business in Tucson was cited by the
Occupational Safety and Health Ad
ministration (OSHA) for lacking a
covered wastebasket in the restroom
used by a single employee. However,
OSHA has no jurisdiction over the
most common causes of fatal occu-

pational injuries, motor vehicles and
firearms. In Maryland, 11 per cent
of the work-related deaths were
caused by shootings, mostly in hold
ups of small businesses and taxi
drivers. 14

Our society has frequently been
characterized as risk-averse, but the
label is not quite precise. Few of the
people killed while driving vehicles
on the job were wearing seatbelts. 15

People continue to use products
known to be hazardous, if they be
lieve that pleasure or convenience
outweighs the risk. Many proposed
remedies have the long-term effect
of actually reducing safety, both di
rectly and indirectly in discouraging
innovation. Are they favored simply
through shortsightedness, or do they
appeal to a deeper motive?

Courts are reluctant to hold mis
creants individually responsible for
their deeds. Consumers and workers
deny their responsibility for prod
ucts or employment they select. If
misfortune strikes, whether through
carelessness or chance, the primary
concern is right to compensation.
Those able to pay are presumed to
be guilty, in striking contrast to the
criminal's presumption of inno
cence. Individuals in our society are
best described as responsibility
averse, rather than risk-averse.

In the inevitable difficulties and
dangers of life, people have often lost
confidence and courage, and turned
to authority. Today, they make their
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plea to the legislatures and the
courts, despite the clearly visible
consequences of surrendering their
self-reliance, because not just secu
rity, but relief from responsibility, is
the real goal. In the past, they re
ferred their problems to the church,
for the same reason. As the Grand
Inquisitor understood: "They will be
glad to believe our answer, for it will
save them from the great anxiety and
terrible agony they endure at present
in making a free decision for
themselves."16 ,
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IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

The Abandonment of Responsibility

IN proportion as each individual relies upon the helpful vigilance of the
State, he learns to abandon to its responsibility the fate and well-being
of his fellow-citizens. But the inevitable tendency of such abandonment
is to deaden the living force of sympathy, and to render the natural
impulse to mutual assistance inactive.

WILHELM VON HUMBOLDT



Henry W. Vanderleest

Hong Kong's
Future
Uncertain

View of buildings in Central District (foreground) and the
Kowloon peninsula from Victoria Peak.

THERE is presently much concern
among those involved in interna
tional trade that the People's Re
public of China will decide against
renewing Great Britain's lease over
Hong Kong when it expires in 1997.
A decision by the PRC to reclaim a
major portion of Hong Kong will un
doubtedly lessen the Crown colony's
premier status as a free port and
world trading center.

Uncertainty surrounding the up
coming decision has already shaken
the confidence of many Hong Kong
business executives and govern
mental officials. Economic indica
tors, for example, as well as prices

Dr. Henry W. Vanderleest is Professor of International
Marketing at Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana,
and a general partner in a firm of international mar
keting consultants.
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on the Hong Kong stock exchange
have dropped markedly during the
past year. In addition, property val
ues in Hong Kong have declined on
an average of nearly 30 per cent in
the last twelve months.

Another indicator of Hong Kong's
uncertain future is that private
investors and government officials
recently decided not to spend $8 bil
lion on a badly needed new airport.
Both corporate and public investors
feel a sense of urgency for a final
decision because most loans are ar
ranged for fifteen years and would
be jeopardized if signed after July 1,
1983. As the result of Hong Kong's
uncertain financial climate, many
local and international firms are
channeling their investment capital
to the United States as well as to
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other developing Asian trade cen
ters such as Singapore.

Great Britain obtained Hong Kong,
an area consisting of approximately
400 square miles and a population
of about 5.5 million, from China af
ter Opium Wars between the two
nations in the early 1840s. Hong
Kong Island and the tip of the Kow
loon Peninsula on the mainland of
China were ceded in perpetuity by
China to Britain by the Treaty of
Nanking in 1842. By 1895, the Brit
ish had also obtained control over
additional land on the Kowloon
Peninsula, referred to as the New
Territories, which also became part
of the Crown Colony. It is only the
New Territories section of Hong
Kong which is scheduled to revert to
the PRC under terms of a 99-year
lease signed in Peking in 1898.

Complex Political Issues

Of critical concern to Hong Kong's
current Governor who is appointed
by Britain's Parliament is that the
New Territories accounts for nearly
90 per cent of Hong Kong's land area
and contains the commercial life
blood of the colony. The area which
would be left to Britain contains no
airport, no agricultural land and
virtually no industries. A related
problem is that if the New Territo
ries is reclaimed, the remaining part
of Hong Kong would be largely de
pendent upon China for food and
water.

Chinese Vice Chairman Deng
Xiaoping has repeatedly told busi
ness leaders throughout the world
that China would prefer to retain the
status quo for the near future and
deal with the Hong Kong problem
when the "time is ripe," that is, when
she is ready. The time is not yet ripe
for two reasons. In the first place,
China regards Taiwan as the "prob
lem" which she wishes to settle
before deciding on the Hong Kong
situation. Secondly, and more im
portant, is that the economic bene
fits generated by the existence of
Hong Kong in its present form are
immense. The British colony, for ex
ample, accounts for approximately 35
per cent of China's annual foreign
exchange earnings. China also ben
efits from Hong Kong's financial
services, port facilities, interna
tional contacts, and skills in mar
keting Chinese-made products.

The situation is made more bi
zarre by the fact that many of Hong
Kong's leading businessmen, own
ers of ships, banks and department
stores, for example, are Commu
nists. What currently exists in a large
sector of the Hong Kong business
community is a massive paradox;
administered capitalism in the ser
vice of the People's Republic ofChina.
China would have everything to lose
and little to gain by absorbing Hong
Kong. PRC leaders particularly rec
ognize the potential difficulty of
having to govern and feed Hong
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Kong's westernized Chinese resi
dents who are long accustomed to
British influences.

From a political standpoint, some
Chinese leaders do not agree with
Deng's status quo position. They be
lieve that it is imperative that Hong
Kong revert to the PRC in 1997 so it
does not appear that modern China
has "sold" out to foreigners as the
Ching Dynasty did when the origi
nallease was signed. It is feared that
other Asian and African nations
would look down upon any type of
compromise, causing the Chinese to
lose face. Many Chinese have never
acknowledged China's relinquish
ment of Hong Kong and have al
ways considered the colony to be a
part of China. Others believe that
the British are in Hong Kong to
simply administer a part of China,
with no more than a very technical
sovereignty. There are also those who
maintain that the treaties signed in
the 19th century between China and
Britain were "unequal" because the
terms were dictated to a weakened
China by an aggressive imperialist
power.

Despite the fact that Hong Kong
is spiritually and emotionally
Chinese, the vast majority of its res
idents also support the status quo.
Although most do not philosophi
cally support their colonial status,
they recognize the economics of the
situation. Hong Kong residents have
grown to appreciate that the fast-

paced laissez-faire business environ
ment that exists in the colony has
allowed them to enjoy one of the
highest standards of living in Asia.

Alternative Solutions Likely to Be
Considered

Although it is expected that many
formulas will be considered before
Hong Kong's international future is
determined on or before July 1,1997,
several alternatives short of a status
quo merit attention:

1. London could acknowledge
Chinese sovereignty over all of Hong
Kong. It could do so by accepting the
position that the original treaties
were invalid. In return, China would
agree to allow Great Britain to con
tinue administering the territory.
This alternative appears to be espe
cially workable because it would save
the political face of both Britain and
China but still allow both nations to
have a stake in Hong Kong's super
charged economy.

2. Short of reclaiming Hong Kong,
China could declare the New Terri
tories to be a special economic zone
with British administrators hired to
run it. Although this alternative is
met with some enthusiasm by most
Chinese leaders, the plan is unac
ceptable to Parliament because
Britain does not want to be involved
in mercenary operations. It is be
lieved that Britain will not allow it-
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self to be politically humiliated and experiment in capitalism that has
would probably sever all ties to Hong proven to be phenomenally success
Kong before agreeing to such an ful since beginning two years ago.
arrangement.

3. Perhaps the most radical alter
native would be for China to include
a clause in its new constitution that
would allow for special administra
tive regions outside of the current
boundaries of the PRC. Hong Kong,
Taiwan, and the nearby Portuguese
colony of Macau whose population is
also predominately Chinese could fall
into this category. This could be a
politically expedient, although eco
nomically damaging, move since
China would be able to incorpo
rate all its "problem areas"
simultaneously.

4. Possibly the most logical move
would be for China to expand its
newly created Western oriented
Shenzhen economic zone across the
border to absorb Hong Kong. This
would be a logical extension of an

Rule of Succession

Hong Kong is presently a political
pawn in the game of Chinese power
politics. In fairness to both parties
of the original lease agreement,
however, it was extremely difficult
to imagine what the situation might
be a century later. For those who ne
gotiated the lease in 1898 with a
terminal date in 1997, future events
were so far away as to be of rela
tively little concern. It is certain that
there will be changes in Hong Kong's
relationship with China after 1997.
Although the specifics are not clear
at this time, it is suspected that they
will not be so drastic as to undercut
Hong Kong's usefulness to China.
Unless the colony's long term future
is quickly settled, however, the con
fidence and trust that has made Hong
Kong one of the most aggressive and
successful trading centers in the
world will disappear. ,

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

AN economic "rule of succession" prevails in states where competition
is free. Imaginative and efficient managers are constantly rising to the
top, and being elected by customers to larger constituencies, while less
imaginative and efficient managers are voted out. But the management
of a nation's economy by civil servants discourages imagination, and
has no "built-in" mechanism for selecting the most efficient. The besto
wal of honors, it is sometimes argued, takes the place of the money
incentive of private gain. But there is a vast difference. Honors are
bestowed from above, by the "ins." They favor the conformist "Organi
zational man." HAROLD FLEMING, States, Contracts and Progress



Hans ~ Sennholz

Minimum
Wages

IN simple language, a mInImum
wage law is nothing more than a
government order that workers must
not work lJ.nless they find jobs pay
ing at least the stated minimum. It
is an order to employers that they
must pay workers the minimum, or
not employ them at all. It is a direct
order that is enforced by the coer
cive powers of the state.

The minimum wage movement
came into existence, in concert with
the union movement, as a conse
quence of severe criticism of "sweat
shops" in the home-work system,
which permitted employees to per
form manufacturing services at home

Dr. Sennholz heads the Department of Economics at
Grove City College in Pennsylvania. He is a noted
writer and lecturer on economic, political and mone
taryaffairs.
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rather than in a factory. The sys
tem, which enabled women and chil
dren to participate in simple produc
tion, constituted a major threat to
the union movement. To eradicate
this threat and all other competition
from low-cost labor, labor unions,
since their very beginning, have
called for government intervention.

Minimum wage legislation origi
nated in New Zealand in 1894 and
came to England in 1909, when Par
liament established trade boards
with the power to fix minimum rates.
In the United States, the movement
at first was confined to state legis
lation applicable to women and chil
dren only. The federal government
entered the field during the 1930s
when it passed labor laws with lim
ited application, such as the Bacon-
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Davis Act of 1931, the Walsh-Healey
Public Contracts Act of 1936, cer
tain provisions of the U.S. Housing
Act of 1937, the Sugar Act of 1937,
and the Civil Aeronautics Act of
1938. In the same year, the Fair La
bor Standards Act provided much
broader coverage and established a
minimum wage level of 25¢ per hour,
covering employees of all businesses
engaged in interstate commerce or
in the production of goods for such
commerce. Later amendments to the
F.L.S.A. raised the minimum wage
to the present level. 1

There is an infinity of political er
rors which, once adopted and en
acted, become principles of states
manship. Labor legislation
summarily disposed of the home
work system and then set out to raise
wage rates and improve working
conditions by political force. To most
political parties this is supreme
statesmanship that takes prece
dence over all other considerations.
But unfortunately, it is also the root
cause ofm~.ss unemployment that is
inflicting immeasurable harm on
millions of innocent victims.

An unhampered labor market of
fers opportunities to anyone seeking
employment. The pressures of com
petition by both workers and em
ployers establish a wage rate at
which everyone eager to work can
find a job, and every employer eager
to hire more help can find more
workers. But when government sets

out forcibly to lift wage rates above
those set by competition, chronic
unemployment emerges. It causes
countless economic distortions, re
duces economic output, lowers per
sonal incomes, and aggravates the
plight of the poor.

A wage rate set above a person's
own productive contribution causes
his unemployment, pricing him right
out of the labor market. Surely,
minimum wage legislation does not
directly affect a worker whose train
ing and skills earn him a wage in
excess of the minimum. But it seri
ously jeopardizes the employment of
all those unskilled workers who
produce and consequently earn less
than the minimum. In the United
States, minimum wage legislation
does grievous harm to millions of
unskilled laborers, especially among
the racial and ethnic minorities
Blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos,
Mexicans, and American Indians.

The Victims

Most critics of mInImum wage
legislation do not concern them
selves with the propriety and moral
ity of political intervention with the
production process. They accept the
rationale of political supremacy and
government power, but lament the
evil effects of unemployment on some
highly visible groups of victims, such
as young people, especially black
teenagers. Therefore, they are de
signing special programs for teen-
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agers and other groups, calling for
massive government expenditures on
their behalf. Unfortunately they are
overlooking most of the affected
population.

Recent research confirms that only
about one-third of low-wage earners
are teenagers, almost one-half are
twenty-five to sixty-four years of age.
Two-thirds of the low-wage popula
tion are believed to be female, and
some ten per cent are individuals
sixty-five years old or older. Alto
gether they comprise some ten per
cent of American labor. Other esti
mates are even higher. Of course,
these workers who are earning the
minimum or near-minimum wages
are the very workers who tend to be,
or are in danger of being, displaced
by wage legislation.2

It is an unfortunate fact that many
minority youngsters with lower lev
els of education, training, and expe
rience than white youngsters, are
often less productive. In an unham
pered labor market they would not
be able to earn as high a wage as
their more productive competitors,
but would find employment at lower
rates. When the minimum is raised
above their productive ability, they
are likely to be dismissed, or not to
be hired. This explains why the un
employment rate of black youth in
recent years has ranged between 40
to 50 per cent, which is double the
rate of white teenagers. If we add
those individuals who in frustration

and desperation have given up their
search for employment, the unem
ployment rate among black youth
may, in our estimate, exceed 70 per
cent.

Submarginal Workers

Other workers with similar limi
tations find it equally difficult to find
employment at the minimum rate.
Unskilled women, students seeking
summer employment, and espe
cially unskilled service workers in
hotels, restaurants, hospitals, laun
dries, automotive service stations,
are living continuously with the
dangers of unemployment due to
minimum wage increases. It is true,
not every minimum wage worker
loses his employment when the min
imum rate is raised. Employers may
seek to offset the boost with econo
mies in other labor expenses or
through exaction ofgreater effort and
performance by the covered work
ers. Wherever such adjustments are
impractical the submarginal work
ers are laid off, that is, all those
workers whose costs exceed the an
ticipated price of the incremental
goods produced or services rendered.

Obviously unemployment is more
severe in industries employing a
great many unskilled workers than
in other industries relying mainly
on professional and highly skilled
labor. And it is more keenly felt in
cities with concentrations of un
skilled labor than in prosperous
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suburbs. For the South with its mil
lions of unskilled black workers
every minimum wage boost is a ca
lamity. In Puerto Rico it is an un
mitigated disaster.

But no matter how tragic the eco
nomic effects may be on certain
groups of victims, we must not over
look the psychological harm and the
moral wrong that are inflicted on
them. Condemned to idleness and
uselessness in a highly productive
society and barred from making their
own contributions, many in desper
ation are turning to vice and crime.
The inordinate national crime rate
attests to a moral decay that is
working evil in the centers of un
employment and public assistance.
And let us not forget the productive
members of American society who
not only must forgo the valuable
services which the disemployed
workers could render, but also are
forced to support them through tax
ation and other exactions. In return,
they are compelled to live in con
stant fear of crimes against their
persons and property.

Benefits for a Few

It is true a few minimum-wage
earners actually benefit from a
mandated increase. The law that
raises the minimum renders sub
marginal all those workers who
produce and earn less than the new
minimum. It withdraws them from
productive employment and de-

prives economic production of their
services, which affects the labor
market just like the conscription of
millions of young men into military
service. Their withdrawal from
productive employment raises the
marginal productivity of the re
maining workers and, therefore, in
creases their wages. It also lifts
some submarginal labor above the
threshhold of employability. If the
minimum is raised from $5 to $5.50,
the most productive among the ex
cluded workers will be lifted to the
new minimum in a declining order
of productivity, that is, first workers
who were earning $5.49, then others
earning $5.48, $5.47, and so forth.
But consumer reluctance to bear the
higher labor costs usually sets a
narrow limit to the lifting process,
which consigns most subminimum
workers to the new army of the
unemployed.

Political force may disrupt eco
nomic activity and forcibly benefit
some workers at the expense of oth
ers. It cannot stimulate production
and promote universal well-being by
withdrawing millions of able work
ers from economic production. If by
law or decree a government actually
could raise the wages and improve
the working conditions of all work
ers, it would be cowardly and irre
sponsible to be content with $2, or
$3, or $4 minimums. Let us make it
$10 per hour, or better yet, $100 an
hour.
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If a minimum wage law actually
could improve the working and liv
ing conditions of all people, let us
urge the governments of undevel
oped countries to imitate our exam
ple. Surely, it would alleviate the
poverty and suffering of the masses
of India, China, and many African
and Latin American countries. Ac
tually, it would create horrendous
unemployment and jeopardize the
very survival of the poor. Neither the
U.S. government nor foreign gov
ernments can improve general
working conditions by law or decree;
only rising production can bring it
about.

Fringe Benefits

Nor can a government grant so
cial benefits that do not reduce the
workers' take-home pay. The inci
dence of any and all benefits falls on
the wage earner. For an employer
the worker's take-home wage is just
another component of the total price
he must pay for the services of a
worker. He would not be an em
ployer for long if he were to ignore
all other employment costs, such as
retirement and pension costs, paid
holidays and vacations, healthcare
insurance, profit-sharing plans, wel
fare funds, or any other fringe ben
efits. And it does not matter to him
whether he may deduct the fringe
benefit costs from the worker's pay
or must make direct payment to third
parties. In both cases the burden falls

on the employee. The employer is
concerned only with the total price
he must pay for the services of a
worker.

The minimum wage as set by gov
ernment must not be confused with
the total employment costs of a
worker, which in every case greatly
exceed the former. Corporations that
offer equal benefits to all their em
ployees may grant fringe benefits
that amount to 35 per cent of exec
utive pay and to 100 per cent or more
of a minimum-wage-earner's pay.
But even without any such contrac
tual privileges, the benefits man
dated by government do add consid
erably to total costs. There are Social
Security exactions and heavy levies
for unemployment and workmen's
compensations. The .$3 minimum
wage may actually amount to $5
minimum cost, and the $5 minimum
wage to $10 minimum cost. It is,
therefore, misleading to speak of a
"small" boost of the minimum wage
rate as if the mandated and contrac
tual benefits would remain un
changed. The small minimum boost
may actually amount to a sizable in
crease in total labor cost.

For an employer it is irrelevant
whether he allocates 5 per cent of
employee wages to fringe benefits or
95 per cent. His only concern is the
total price he must pay to secure the
services of a worker. If government
forces him to pay more than the
worker is expected to contribute to
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production he can be expected to dis
miss the worker. And again it does
not matter whether government
mandates an increase of take-home
payor of fringe costs. A $1 boost in
the rate of minimum wages has the
same ill effect on employment as a
$1 rise in the levies forSocial Secu
rity and workmen's compensation.

Through their labor, workers pay
for all of the fringe benefits they are
receiving. They also make good for
their on-the-job training by receiv
ing low wages that allow for the ex
penses of their training. When the
minimum wage is raised employers
may react to the boost in labor cost
by reducing their expenditures on
benefits. In particular, they may re
spond by reducing the amounts spent
for on-the-job training.

The Opportunity to Acquire Skills
and Knowledge

For young people the most impor
tant fringe benefit is the opportu
nity to acquire new skills and
knowledge, which enhances their
productivity in the future. Most jobs
offer an opportunity to learn through
formal training programs or infor
mal learning by experience. On-the
job training not only imparts basic
skills, but also stimulates motiva
tion, nurtures a sense ofresponsibil
ity, and generally prepares young
people for rewarding roles in pro
ductive society. If they fail to ac
quire the experience, training, com-

petencies and credentials in their
formative years, they will have dif
ficulty holding regular jobs in their
adult years. Any barrier to on-the
job training inflicts serious harm on
them.

Millions of young workers who are
disemployed by the minimum wage
may never acquire the general
training and specific skills that make
them useful members ofsociety. They
may never learn the basic discipline
and ethos of labor that are so essen
tial in our society. Instead, pro
longed unemployment so early in life
may prepare them for a precarious
and bitter existence on public wel
fare. More millions may remain em
ployed at or near the minimum, but
their on-the-job training may be re
duced or eliminated as a result of
mandated minimum increases, which
may keep them marginally produc
tive throughout life. And their more
creative fellowmen not only must
forgo their valuable cooperation, but
may even be called upon to assist
them and their dependents.3

Extension of Coverage

Federal minimum wage legisla
tion had its beginning more than
forty-five years ago as part of the
1938 Fair Labor Standards Act. From
its very inception it erected insur
mountable barriers to the employ
ment of unskilled workers, espe
cially in the South and in Puerto
Rico. Since then it has grown into
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the most calamitous instrument of
government intervention that den
ies productive employment to mil
lions of willing and able Americans.
No other policy conducted by the U.S.
government has more tragic effects
on the daily lives of so many people
than does this legislation.

Several amendments to the Act not
only pushed the rate to ever more
restrictive levels, but also extended
the coverage to include ever more
employees. At the beginning the ba
sic minimum as a percentage of av
erage manufacturing wage was es
timated at 41.7 per cent; for 1981 it
amounted to 51.9 per cent. In 1938
the percentage of covered workers
stood at 43.4 per cent; in 1981 it was
estimated at 83.8 per cent.4 If the
coverage provided by various state
laws is added to the federal cover
age, the combined rate may exceed
ninety per cent of all non-supervi
sory workers.5

It is rather natural for govern
ment to expand its sphere of control
and power. If it is called upon to se
cure minimum wages for some
workers it may want to extend the
benefits to all workers. If govern
ment can serve the public good by
setting the wage rates for some
workers it may serve it better yet by
setting the wage rates for all work
ers. The ninety-per cent coverage,
therefore, can only be an interim step
on the way to total coverage.

Unfortunately, this gradual ex-

tension of coverage tends to multi
ply the unemployment effect until,
with full coverage, it invokes the
maximum rate of unemployment. As
long as the minimum applies only to
a small number of occupations, the
workers displaced from covered jobs
can seek employment in uncovered
production. They shift to uncovered
industries and employers, which
tends to depress those wages through
increased job competition. When the
coverage is extended, the shift acce
lerates from covered unemployment
to uncovered jobs, which widens the
wage differential in direct propor
tion to the coverage. A small cover
age generates a small difference in
wage rates, a large coverage brings
forth a large difference. Total cov
erage obviously eliminates the dif
ference, but creates maximum
unemployment.

Minimum wage legislation pro
vides a beautiful example of the
principle that government interven
tion not only makes matters worse,
but also tends to breed ever more
intervention. The minimum wage
covering a few workers causes wage
rates to decline in uncovered em
ployment, which invites the exten
sion of coverage to more workers,
which in turn brings forth ever wider
wage differences calling for more
coverage, until all workers are
covered and the difference is
eliminated. Unfortunately, total
coverage guarantees maximum un-
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employment, which brings forth the
greatest conceivable income differ
ence-between the workers still em
ploye~ and the army of unemployed.

Indexing the Minimum

Minimum wage legislation can be
harmless if the rates are set below
the unhampered market rates. But
that, after all, is not the intent of its
political sponsors who seek to inter
fere with the market process. And
yet, the ominous effects of minimum
wages set above the rates estab
lished by the market may be alle
viated by two other factors: rising
labor productivity which may lift
more workers above the minimum
barrier, and soaring inflation which
lowers minimum wages in terms of
purchasing power. The former may
have lessened the impact of the le
gal minimum during the 1960s when
labor productivity managed to rise a
little. But it began to aggravate the
restrictive effect of the legal mini
mums during the 1970s when U.S.
government deficits consumed pro
ductive capital en masse and real la
bor incomes began to decline.

Throughout this period soaring
inflation greatly lowered the real
costs of labor, including the real
minimums, which permitted the
temporary employment of some
workers who previously had been
unemployable. The opposing effects
of legislative mandates raising the
minimum and the inflation depre-

ciating it, is causing large swings in
the effective minimum. According to
Finis Welch, they ranged between
30 per cent of the manufacturing
wage average in 1949 and 55 per cent
in 1968.6

Observing the depreciation of their
mandated minimums the sponsors
deem it necessary frequently to
readjust the minimum to soaring
goods prices. From 1961, when infla
tion began to accelerate in earnest,
until 1981 Congress enacted eleven
adjustments which raised the mini
mum from $1 per hour to $3.35 an
hour. To simplify the adjustment
process and prevent the silent nul
lification of Congressional efforts by
inflation, some sponsors propose to
index the federal minimum by tying
it permanently to the average in
dustrial wage. The 1977 amend
ment, which established a Mini
mum Wage Study Commission,
therefore called for an investigation
of minimum wage, indexation.

Indexing wages, rents, interest
rates, and goods prices obviously
means government control over
wages, rents, interest rates, and
prices. It aims at freezing present
conditions, preventing all future
changes and adjustments unless ap
proved by political authority. Mini
mum indexation would seek to pre
serve the Congressional effort by
freezing the real minimum at 55 per
cent and thus eliminating the infla
tion swings. This means, unfortu-
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nately, that unemployment would be
stabilized at its highest possible rate
determined by the minimum. It
would permanently deny millions of
unemployed workers a longed-for
reprieve provided temporarily by
inflation.

Offsets

In a sagacious monograph7 Walter
J . Wessels makes the cogent point
that employers tend to react to min
imum wage increases by seeking to
offset the added expenditures
through reductions in other labor
costs. They may cut year-end bo
nuses, re-define the worker's share
in profit sharing, and reduce com
missions and work guarantees. They
may moderate non-wage expendi
tures, commonly called "fringe ben
efits," such as paid vacations and sick
leave, pensions and other retire
ment benefits, life, accident and
health insurance, or training pro
grams and educational allowances.
They may even reduce expenditures
on proper supervision and manage
ment, which tends to impair and ag
gravate working conditions. They
may insist on more effort and appli
cation. As fewer jobs are available,
employers may exact greater pro
duction from their minimum-wage
workers. They may assign less de
sirable working hours and condi
tions for which they otherwise would
pay higher rates. In short, they can
be expected to react by making ad-

justments in order to offset the min
imum-wage boost.

But even if some employers should
be able to offset the higher costs of a
mandated minimum, Wessels ar
gues, it nevertheless impairs the
conditions of all covered workers.
They may have preferred the fringe
benefits over the pay boost, the paid
vacations or the major medical in
surance over the cash payment
mandated by Congress.

Where employers are unable to
offset fully a minimum wage boost,
which tends to lead to disemploy
ment, the idled workers will seek jobs
that are not covered by the mini
mum wage. Or they may join the
"underground economy" where la
bor summarily ignores the law by
working for wages below the mini
mum. But their appearance on the
uncovered labor market or the un
derground market, which econo
mists estimate to exceed 30 per cent
of minimum wage labor,8 tends to
reduce further those wages. All af
fected labor, therefore, tends to be
worse off than before.

Surely, employers do react to
mandated minimum wage in
creases. But we must not underesti
mate the great difficulties they en
counter in lowering other labor costs.
Once benefits have been granted it
is nearly impossible to rescind them.
To reduce benefits is to invite uni
versal resistance and hostility, which
may impair labor productivity and
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thus raise production costs. More
over, it is virtually impossible in the
allocation of fringe benefits to dis
criminate against minimum wage
labor. This is why most employers
offer identical benefits to all their
workers regardless of position and
income. To ignore minimum wage
labor, or even slash its given bene
fits, is to invite resentment, conflict
and strife. It is generally much eas
ier and also more economical to dis
miss the labor made submarginal by
the mandated minimum boost than
to seek adjustment through fringe
cost economies.

Inspiring Performance

For superior management it may
be possible to lead and exhort labor
to higher productivity. There is an
untapped reservoir of productivity
even in the best-run office and plant.
Brilliant management seeks to tap
this reservoir through guiding and
teaching by example. It imparts the
love of work and inspires enthusi
asm for work well done. And, above
all, it exemplifies that there is no
work so base that man may not ex
alt it, no work so dull that he may
not enliven it. There is no minimum
labor that may not lead to maxi
mum position and income.

Most business managers, unfor
tunately, are incapable of exacting
more effort and application from their
employees, which is casting doubt on
their ability to offset mandated wage

boosts. But even if they were able to
adjust, the number of affected work
ers would be rather small. Offset
ting adjustments cannot create jobs
for those millions of unskilled work
ers whose·usefulness and productiv
ity lie below the legal minimum. The
high school dropout from The Bronx
who may contribute one dollar per
hour of work remains unemployable
at $3.35 per hour no matter how dil
igently employers are readjusting
their labor expenses.

Offsetting adjustments do not af
fect the vast majority of American
workers who are presently earning

\more than the minimum. They may
at best involve only a small number
of people who are presently earning
the legal minimum and are contrib
uting an amount sufficient to cover
this minimum and other employ
ment-related costs. In many cases
these other costs are also mandated,
which clearly makes them unadjust
able. In fact, they actually rise to
gether with the minimum wage.

Employer contributions to Social
Security and Workmen's Compen
sation do rise and further raise the
costs of the minimum wage boost.
They may also add to the adminis
trative expenses of accounting,
withholding, declaring and disburs
ing the additional funds to the ap
propriate government authority.
While such costs may be negligible
in a smoothly functioning account
ing department, they are very bur-
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densome and highly disruptive for a
small businessman considering the
employment of a few minimum-wage
laborers.

The offset possibilities must not be
overstated. They are narrowly lim
ited to contractual benefits that may
be adjusted by agreement between
the contract parties. But in some
cases these benefits are negligible.
They may be less valuable than a
mandated wage boost together with
the mandatory fringe adjustment,
which precludes any offset. If they
are equal to the ordered raise, all
contract fringes would have to be
eliminated in order to effect any off
set. But such a withdrawal of all
contract fringe benefits would be
even more detrimental to amicable
labor relations than their mere re
duction. It surely would impede la
bor productivity and raise produc
tion costs.

From the World of Politics

Every well-known economist has
voiced his concern about minimum
wage legislation,9 and yet, it is sur
viving sober reasoning and cogent
arguments and living on in the
sphere of political incentives. Few
Americans actually believe that
minimum wage legislation is truly
in the workers' interest, that it in
creases purchasing power and re
duces poverty. And yet, many sup
port it for political reasons. Labor
unions and their members benefit

significantly from a legal elevation
of wages paid by competing indus
tries using low-productivity, low
wage workers. It hampers their
competition with union labor and
limits consumer preference for goods
produced and services rendered by
low-wage labor. Similarly, capital
intensive industries using relatively
skilled labor may want to redirect
consumer choices by raising the costs
of low-wage industries.

Most of the support for minimum
wage legislation comes from groups
that are fully aware of its unem
ployment effects. Many Americans
in the industrial states of the North
and Northeast use it knowingly as a
barrier to the industrial migration
from their states to the South. Since
World War II many companies have
left the North to take advantage of
lower labor costs and other advan
tages in the South. To prevent this
industrial migration and to stifle
emerging Southern competition the
Northern politicians usually favor
high minimum wages.

Other supporters who are aware
of the harm done to unskilled work
ers are convinced that the beneficial
effects, as they see them, tend to
outweigh the ill effects. Their blind
faith in political action leads them
to believe that the ill effects can be
alleviated by new governmental ef
forts, such as neighborhood youth
corps, job corps, public works pro
grams, and the like.
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But the most vociferous support of
minimum wage legislation comes
from the professional spokesmen of
the poor. Some may actually wel
come unemployment among minor
ities because it breeds other political
and economic effects and, above all,
creates a political power base for the
minority champions. When jobs are
scarce they are likely to be rationed
and allocated according to govern
ment plans and programs. Ration
ing bestows benefits to political con
stituents and thus confers prestige
and power to the program propo
nents. 1O Some are also aware that
unemployment tends to give rise to
new demands for radical govern
ment intervention, for central con
trol and planning, which may pave
the way for an all-round political
command system, called socialism.
Mass unemployment, they are hop
ing, will lead voters to support their
ultimate objective. i
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Russell Shannon

ROBOTS

ALONG many modern assembly lines,
agile arms reach deftly out to solder
metal parts, hang heavy doors on
slowly moving auto frames, and ac
complish a myriad of other tasks re
quired to fabricate an automobile.
One can readily imagine Henry Ford
looking proudly on, observing with
a smile that the process he began
nearly 80 years ago still flourishes.

But, of course, one element has
radically changed. Those arms per
forming intricate assembly opera
tions are not all human; more and
more they are mechanical. Steel has
replaced sinew; electricity substi
tutes for blood. Where once men and
women toiled and perspired, gleam
ing robots now hum and whirr.

Managers may rejoice that their
robots don't take coffeebreaks, strike,
or go on vacation, but others take a
different view. They lament the
plight of workers whose jobs have
all been "lost." High and rising un-
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employment rates seem to demon
strate that many loyal workers are
being ruthlessly replaced.

So people start to wonder, as the
machinery is oiled and dusted, who
will feed and clothe American work
ers and their families? Just as we've
already done with women, blacks,
and other smaller groups, will it now
become necessary for us to institute
an affirmative action program to as
sure equal employment opportuni
ties for human beings?

President Mitterrand of France
addressed concerns about technolog
ical displacement at last year's eco
nomic summit at Versailles. And
Hobart Rowen, economics writer for
the Washington Post, has stressed the
"need for governments to playa ma
jor role in integrating new technol
ogy with the working population and
society in general."l

For those who worry that robots
may ultimately eliminate our chance
to work, it is worth noting that
the word "robot" itself became pop-
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ular largely due to a ·play called
-"R. U. R." (for Rossum's Universal
Robots) written in 1920 by the Czech
playwright Karel Capek. And "ro
bota" is the Czech word meaning
work. 2

In the play, Rossum's robots
which are rather more human than
their current counterparts-become
overproduced to the point that they
rise up to overthrow human civili
zation. During the last act, the man
agers of the robot factory, contem
plating their plight, manifest their
motives.

One character, the clerk of the
plant, blames science and engineer
ing. But they are benign, inanimate
tools, as incapable of purposive, ma
licious designs as assembly-line
equipment. The underlying fault, the
clerk suggests, is surely human
greed. "We're all, all guilty," he cries.
"For our own aggrandisement, for
profit ..."3 In this charge he echoes
Karl Marx, who saw the lure of profit
as a fatal peril.

Such profit-which Marx called
"surplus" and which he believed
rightfully belonged to workers-was
spent by capitalists to acquire more
and more equipment. It would inev
itably be used, Marx forecast, to re
place labor, so it engendered a grow
ing "reserve army of unemployed"
which spelled capitalism's doom. 4 Not
anticipating a robot rebellion, Marx
predicted that the exploited, alien
ated, and unemployed workers would

rise up to overthrow the capitalist
system.

Of course, Marx, while perhaps
partly perceptive about the purpose
of profits, was largely a flop as a
prophet. Certainly, today we do have
increasing numbers of machines. But
we also have more and more jobs, as
shown not only by the general growth
of population but also by women's
spectacularly increased participa
tion in the labor force. 5 Whatever its
defects, the pursuit of profit by
"greedy" entrepreneurs has de
monstrably not been detrimental to
the overall level of employment.

In fact, another character in Ca
pek's drama takes a dramatically
different view. The managing direc
tor of the robot plant asks: "Do you
suppose that the manager controls
the output? It's the demand that
controls the output. The whole world
wanted to have its Robots. Good Lord,
we just rode along on this avalanche
of demand ..."6

The manager sees producers such
as himself simply as servants. True
enough, profit may be their personal
goal and gain, but don't they earn it
by satisfying the expressed desires
of society? If they are guilty of any
thing, isn't it that they are just re
sponding to the wishes of their cus
tomers? This is what Adam Smith
meant back in 1776 when he said an
"invisible hand" causes each pro
ducer "to promote an end which was
no part of his intention."7
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In an equally perceptive but less
publicized remark Smith wrote in
Wealth of Nations, "It is not the
multitude of ale-houses that occa
sions a general disposition to drunk
enness among the common people;
but that disposition arising from
other causes necessarily gives em
ployment to a multitude of ale
houses."8 One may well question the
social desirability of having people
purchase ale or robots-or hand
guns or abortions, for that matter.
But one must also grant that, just as
it takes "two to tango," it takes both
buyer and seller to make a volun
tary transaction. The motive of the
seller is but one element. Concert
pianists and brain surgeons may be
wracked by greed, while pot ped
dlers may believe they provide hu
manity noble services. We should
neither condemn nor applaud an act
based on the seller's motives alone.

Relief from Drudgery

In fact, so far as robots are con
cerned, the motives of both produc
ers and purchasers may be very high,
indeed. Though it was Adam Smith
himself who touted the virtues of as
sembly-line production, he also rec
ognized specialization's drawbacks.
Toward the end of Wealth ofNations
he laments that "the man whose life
is spent in performing a few simple
operations ... generally becomes as
stupid and as ignorant as it is pos
sible for a human creature to be-

come. The torpor ofhis mind renders
him, not only incapable of relishing
or bearing a part in any rational
conversation, but of conceiving any
generous, noble, or tender senti
ment, and consequently of forming
any just judgment concerning many
even of the ordinary duties of pri
vate life."9

Seen from this perspective, robots
become a boon. They are relieving
us from unwelcome work. Women are
no longer slaves to their households
nor men to their machines. That is
the beneficent view of a central
character in Capek's play. "It was
not an evil dream," he says, "to
shatter the servitude of labor. Of the
dreadful and humiliating labor that
man had to undergo. The unclean
and murderous drudgery."l0 Who can
argue with that? Any person who
would abolish robots to assure work
suggests implicitly that we would
also be better off without vacuum
cleaners, refrigerators, and toasters!
Or without lathes, ladders, and li
notype machines.

It is also enlightening to recall
that, after all, robots aren't free.
Their prices run well into the thou
sands of dollars. What justifies their
cost to producers? Labor's cost has
risen, so workers have now become
relatively even more expensive. Why
did that occur?

Obviously, workers now find more
and more that they can escape as
sembly-line drudgery and move to
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more meaningful and remunerative
work. They are no longer tied to jobs
that induce "torpor" in their minds.
So employers discover they must pay
more to retain their workers-or else
resort to robots.

There is, of course, the possibility
that the use of robots may induce
some technological unemployment.
But John Maynard Keynes, in his
essay on "Economic Possibilities for
Our Grandchildren," predicted in
1930 that such unemployment would
be "only a temporary phase of mal
adjustment."ll He foresaw that, in the
end, the new machines would so en
hance our productive capacity that
mankind would eventually solve the
fundamental economic problem of
scarcity. Then, Keynes said, people
would have to worry only about how
to use their leisure. Keynes clearly
did not foresee the advent of video
games!

Perhaps Keynes took too blithe a
view. But the characters in Capek's
play, along with the arguments of
Smith, Marx and Keynes, all make
one fact abundantly clear. The atti
tude we take toward our metal
workers depends very much on our
mental framework. Rather than at
tack robots for making work impos
sible, why not welcome them for
making it unnecessary? Instead of
being doomed to engage in endless
drudgery, men and women have be
come increasingly free to cultivate
their artistic talents and enjoy more

and more of what we call the "finer
things in life."

The assembly line that Henry Ford
inaugurated may have undergone a
radical change. But the end result of
its process is basically the same. It
is a machine which replaces both
horse power and human power.
Rather than rickshaws, we ride in
Reliants and Renaults. Instead of
Conestoga wagons, we cruise in Ca
pris and Caprices. Next time you're
driving to your job in an air-condi
tioned, automated office, or rolling
along the highway toward a week
end at the beach, think about that! ®
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Clarence B. Carson

THE TROUBLE
WITH
FARMING

THIS past December, I traveled with
my family through north central
Mississippi and across the river
northwestward into south central
Arkansas. The portion of the trip that
made the deepest impression on me
was that which took us through what
is called the Mississippi Delta.

The Delta stretches for the better
part of 100 miles inland on either
side of the Mississippi river in this
area, though somewhat wider on the
Mississippi than the Arkansas side.
The land is table flat, and the road
we were on was arrow straight,
bending only so much as was neces
sary to put it through the next town.

Dr. Carson has written and taught extensively, spe
cializing in American intellectual history. He is the
author of several books and is working at present on
A Basic History of the United States to be published
by Western Goals, Inc.
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The road was raised three or four
feet above the surrounding country
side, which was fortunate for us. The
countryside was flooded by unusu
ally heavy winter rains, and the
flooding was enhanced by a blinding
rain squall as we drove through one
of the more remote regions. When
the ground is too full to soak up the
water, there is no place handy for it
to go.

This is farming country, though it
was dormant at this season. More, it
is row-crop farming country. Few, if
any, cattle or hogs were to he seen,
and woodland was rare. Twenty-five
or thirty years ago, it was predomi
nantly cotton country. Cotton is still
grown extensively-many stalks
were still standing, with traces of lint
hanging from the empty bolls-but
the growing of grains, especially
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soybeans, has widely supplanted
cotton.

The Mississippi Delta belongs
geographically to a much vaster
farming region, extending from
Minnesota in the north to Louisiana
in the south and from western Ohio
in the east to eastern Colorado in
the west. It is a vast fertile region,
much of it low lying to flat country
with deep soil, well-suited in this age
to commercial farming.

It is the Mississippi valley, the low
lying area through which the waters
which begin in the western Appala
chians and the eastern Rockies flow
into the Mississippi, and thence to
the sea. The region of the valley
narrows from north to south as the
mountains recede in height and fan
out into foothills which channel the
water along other courses to the Gulf
of Mexico. The Mississippi valley is
sometimes called the heartland of
America. It is certainly the bread
basket, for most of the grain that
feeds America is grown there.

The Mississippi Delta through
which I traveled has undergone a
major change in the past two or three
decades, a change that was very
nearly completed by 1970, say. Al
though vast acreages of land are un
der cultivation now, the country is
sparsely inhabited. Houses are usu
ally located a considerable distance
from one another; often, they are
separated by a mile, or more, of
farmland. Usually, a single family

dwelling sits alone, with the me
chanical equipment for farming
nearby.

An Agricultural Revolution

Twenty-five or thirty years ago it
would not have been possible for such
a small number of farmers to till
these great acreages. This Missis
sippi Delta was one of the major cen
ters of cotton growing in the United
States. Cotton required intensive
cultivation-it had to be hoed sev
eral times by hand-and many hu
man hands to harvest any consider
able amount of it. Two major
developments altered these require
ments. One was the development of
herbicides to get rid of unwanted
weeds and grass. The other was the
development of a mechanical cotton
picker. Along with this, there was
increasing use of mechanical plant
ers and fertilizer distributors which
could be extended across a wide car
rying frame to plant many rows.
There also were larger cultivators.
The reduction of hands used was
further accelerated in the 1960s by
the extension of the minimum wage
to cover farm laborers.

So it is that a countryside once
dotted with houses of small land
owners, tenants, and dwellings for
hired laborers is now sparsely set
tled by farmers who rely almost ex
clusively upon heavy equipment to
do the work. I looked in vain for rel
ics of these buildings. I noted none.
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There were reports in the 1960s that
they were burned to be rid of them.

A similar change or transforma
tion has occurred in farming
throughout the United States,
though less dramatic than in cotton
farming in most instances. Here and
there are still enclaves of farming
which require intensive human care
and human hands and decisions in
harvesting, such as in tobacco grow
ing or in the production and har
vesting of some fruits and vegeta
bles. By and large, though, the
extensive use of machines, the shift
away from intensive use of labor, and
the cultivation of large acreages by
single farm families has been the
trend throughout most of American
agriculture.

Fewer Farms-and Farmers

Statistics tell much of the story in
abstract terms. According to census
figures, the total number of farms in
the United States has declined from
6,102,000 in 1940 to 2,808,000 in
1980. The most drastic decline for
any decade was in the 1950s, when
the number of farms dropped from
5,388,000 in 1950 to 3,962,000 in
1960. The number of farms appears
to have stabilized over the past
decade or so.

The total farm population de
clined from 30,547,000 in 1940 to
8,864,000 in 1980. Again, the larg
est drop in farm population occurred
in the 1950s, when it declined from

23,048,000 in 1950 to 15,635,000 in
1960. The number of hired farm
workers (average) in 1920 was
3,391,000; in 1940, 2,679,000; in
1980, 1,303,000. The largest drop in
hired farm workers occurred in the
1960s, which coincides with the ap
plication of the minimum wage to
them. Farms have been increasing
in size over the same period, of
course, and it might go without say
ing that they have generally been
increasing precipitately in value.

The main conclusion to be drawn
from these facts is that fewer and
fewer people are farming more and
more land (per farmer) by the use of
more and more equipment. Or, in
formal economic terms, there has
been a dramatic shift away from la
bor in the economic mix to land and
capital, especially capital.

Moreover, not only are fewer peo
ple farming more land with more
equipment, but also they are pro
ducing more of many commodities
than ever before. For example, here
is a description of production in 1981:

The corn crop of 8,080,000,000 bush
els, or 205 million metric tons (t), was
the largest on record and 22% greater
than the 1980 crop. All feed grain pro
duction . . . was 240 million t, up 21%
from ... 1980. Also the soybean crop of
2,110,000,000 bushels was the second
largest crop on record and ... 18% larger
than the 1980 crop. The U. S. wheat crop
was a record 2,750,000,000 bushels ...,
377 million bushels more than in 1980.
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Cotton production of 14.8 million bales
was 33% greater than in 1980. Hay pro
duction increased 5% over 1980, while
pasture and range conditions were 22%
better than in 1980. Due to lower live
stock prices during the first half of 1980,
the number of hogs raised, the number
of cattle fed for beef, and the number of
chickens raised were down slightly.
(American Annual [Grolier, 1982], p. 78)

The production achieved by Ameri
can farmers by way of this heady
shift to capital is surely little short
of being one of the wonders of the
modern world. Moreover, the prices
of farm products to consumers should
generally be reckoned as a bargain,
compared to the prices of many other
goods in an era of rising prices.

Signs of Distress

But there is a rather large worm
in the apple of this farming Eden,
which brings us to the subject of this
essay, the trouble with farming.
Discontent among farmers has been
widespread and, perhaps, increas
ingly strident in recent years. There
have been tractorcades to some state
capitals and to the national capital,
confrontations with sheriffs at fore
closure sales, and dark threats of vi
olence if something is not done to
help farmers.

The most common complaint is
that farm prices are so low that large
numbers of farmers cannot make
ends meet. Stories surface after each
crop year of farmers who lost large

sums of money. Nor are the difficul
ties restricted to farmer~ in anyone
section of the country or producers
ofparticular farm goods. They range
from dairy farmers to chicken and
egg producers to grain and fiber
farmers to cattle growers.

Farmers are not noted, of course,
for boasting about their great prof
its. Who is? Those who work and
produce rarely complain that they
are overpaid or admit that they are
adequately compensated for their
efforts. It could be, too, that when
farmers gather in the winter, brag
ging rights sometimes belong to the
farmer who had the largest losses
during the year. But there is naught
of exaggeration or humor in the in
ability of farmers to make payments
on their debts or the ensuing bank
ruptcies and foreclosures. These last
are widespread and increasing by all
accounts. Moreover, precipitately
mounting farmer indebtedness sig
nifies something of the extent of the
difficulties.

Total farm real estate debt out
standing stood at slightly over $7
billion in 1953. At the end of 1981,
it stood at over $92 billion. There
was a steady, though not particu
larly dramatic, rise in farm real es
tate debt during the 1950s and 1960s.
It began taking off in the 1970s and
almost doubled between 1975 and
1981. Closer analysis shows, too, that
the least well secured-most precar
ious-portion ofthe indebtedness was
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increasing even more rapidly. In
debtedness to the Farmer's Home
Administration, the lender of last
resort for farmers, almost doubled in
the period 1979-1981. These figures
do not include the indebtedness for
shorter terms secured by farm
equipment or "rollover" debts, not
completely retired from year to year
because the proceeds from the sale
of produce were insufficient. These
add substantially to the overall debt.

Contributing Factors

A good many contributory reasons
can be enumerated for short term
difficulties of farmers in general and
those of individual farmers here and
there in particular. Most likely, some
farmers who go bankrupt or have
their farms foreclosed are ineffec
tive managers. Some are what econ
omists call marginal, or on their way
to becoming sub-marginal, farmers.

More broadly, there have been
fluctuations and changes which had
an impact on farmers generally. One
was the oil embargo of the Arab
countries and the subsequent steep
rise in oil prices. This development
not only drove fuel prices up but also
the prices of such things as fertil
izer, pesticides, and herbicides. An
other development has been the
sharp rise in interest rates in recent
years. Embargoes on grain ship
ments to communist countries have
aggravated the situation for grain
growers also. It can be added that,

of course, farming is a. risky busi
ness, and the vagaries of weather, of
pests, and diseases contribute to the
fluctuations in farm production.

These, and like, explanations
might suffice if the trouble with
farming were temporary or episodic.
But some of the signs, especially
mounting indebtedness, point to
persistent and increasing difficulty.
Moreover, ifit were simply a market
phenomenon, we might expect that
farmers would make the necessary
adjustments of production to de
mand to get prices that would en
able those who stayed in the busi
ness to prosper: But it is not simply
a market phenomenon, certainly not
of the free market anyway. None of
the developments discussed above
were simply responses to the free
market: not the dramatic shift from
extensive labor toward capital, not
the enlargement of farms, not the
buying of ever larger and more ex
pensive farm equipment, not the
mounting indebtedness.

All these occurred in a framework
of government tampering, interven
tion, restriction, subsidization, and
tacit inducement. Farmers have been
propelled, as it were, in the direction
they have taken, including produc
ing more than could be profitably
sold, by government programs over
the years. That is not to say that
some of the developments, such as
the shift toward capital by the use
of large and specialized machines,
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would not have taken place, sooner
or later, without the intervention.
But it is most unlikely that the
changes would have occurred so
swiftly, so dramatically, or so exten
sively if the market had been the
sole prompter of them. That is a way
of saying that it is most unlikely that
farmers would have been caught in
their present bind by the workings
of a free market. At any rate, that is
not the way it happened.

Although there have been many
government programs over the years
which affected farming more or less
in a variety of ways, I want to focus
on three categories of programs
which have the most direct bearing
on the present situation. They are:
price supports, crop and production
restrictions, and easy credit. While
easy credit is at the heart of the
present farmer difficulties, other
programs provide an essential part
of the background and highlight
some of the fallacies which underlie
them.

Price Supports

Farmers have long and often be
lieved that their problems, when they
became acute, were caused by low
prices for their production. Over the
past century, they, or those who
claimed to speak for them, have
identified a number of villains who
either contributed to or caused the
low prices. Among these were high
transportation costs, extortionate

rates for storage facilities, money
shortage, the fact that farmers often
sold their crops at the time when
prices were lowest, protective tariffs
on manufactured goods, middleman
profits, and, belatedly and occasion
ally, their own overproduction. Cou
pled with this has been a sentimen
tal attitude toward farmers and
farming, which goes back at least to
Thomas Jefferson and was vigor
ously intruded into the political scene
by William Jennings Bryan in the
late 1890s. There were sporadic po
litical attempts to "aid" the farmer
by making easier money available
and regulating rail rates over the
years.

However, it was not until the 1930s
that the federal government made a
concerted effort to raise farm prices.
The New Deal devised a variety of
programs designed to accomplish this
result. Among them were programs
to increase the money supply, make
loans on crops stored in warehouses
until prices rose, subsidies, govern
ment guarantees, and government
bidding up of prices. Some one, com
bination, or all of these efforts did
succeed in raising farm prices, or
some of them.

It happens, however, that one of
the most important economic func
tions of price is to signal what is
wanted. Higher farm prices tend to
spur farmers to produce more of the
goods for which prices are rising. (Not
all farm products had price sup-
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ports.) If the New Dealers did not
know this at the beginning, there
would soon be bountiful evidence to
prove it. In any case, they were in
tent on raising prices, and they did
understand that the way to do that
was to reduce the supply on the
market. Sometimes, they, or their
successors in government, limited the
amount of particular crops that could
be sold at support prices. But the
main device by which government
tried to limit production over the
years was by acreage restrictions on
controlled crops. Farmers were as
signed crop allotments for crops that
had price supports, usually for their
commercial or "money" crops.

Distorted Signals

The combination of price supports
and acreage (or production) restric
tions bent or distorted the market in
opposite directions. On the one hand,
price supports, so far as they suc
ceeded in raising prices above what
they would have been on the mar
ket, signaled farmers to increase
production. On the other hand,
acreage allotments limited the
amount of land that could be planted
to those crops. That did not mean
that farmers gave up in their efforts
to increase production of supported
crops. It did mean, however, that they
would have to shift the economic mix
from labor toward capital. In theory,
they might have cultivated the com
mercial supported crops more in-

tensely in the hope of increasing
production. But that was hardly
possible, even if it would have
worked.

The government program was set
up in a way that discouraged the
concentration of labor on the con
trolled crop. Allotments were based
on the total amount of land under
cultivation on a given farm. (Gov
ernment favored diversified farm
ing.) Thus, on a farm, only an estab
lished percentage of the land could
be planted to the controlled crop. In
order to get his maximum allot
ment, a farmer had to keep a maxi
mum amount of his land in cultiva
tion. He could, of course, concentrate
his capital expenditures for fertil
izer, improved seeds, pesticides, and
the like, on the commercial and con
trolled crops. Many, probably most,
farmers did. More, when they could,
farmers increased their capital ex
penditures for these over what they
had done, for it was a route to in
creasing production.

Beyond that, however, farmers who
survived generally had to bring more
land under cultivation, rent it or buy
it (or buy allotments, as was some
times done in the 1950s and 1960s)
to make a living. The record is clear
that most of those on small farms
could not make a go of farming. The
mass exodus from farming got under
way in earnest in the mid-1930s and
continued to the late 19608, when
farm population tended to stabilize.
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The main path taken by farmers was
to increase farm holdings. Since the
number of hired farm workers was
generally declining during this per
iod, the main approach taken to the
cultivation of these larger acreages
was to buy mechanical farm equip
ment, i.e., tractors, trucks, planters,
cultivators, and harvesters. Thus, the
shift from labor toward capital was
completed, so far as it has been.

From Whence the Capital?

Where did the farmers get the
capital? More bluntly, where did they
get the money to buy the machines,
the fertilizer, the pesticides, the her
bicides, the improved seeds, irriga
tion systems, and the like? In addi
tion, where did they get the money
to buy or rent additional land? There
is no need to generalize too broadly
here.

Most likely, there have been
farmers who financed their expan
sion over the years in a business
like and sound financial way. They
extended their land holdings from
profits, savings, inheritances, and so
forth, and bought additional land
only as it became available at at
tractive prices. Such people might
well have bought new and larger
equipment from similar sources,
supplemented by prudent borrow
ing. If so, and if they have managed
well, they are probably succeeding
in farming even today. In any case,
we are looking for the sources of the

difficulties of farmers in trouble.
More, we are looking for what, in
addition to support prices, has en
abled farmers to get the capital to
produce in such quantity that they
cannot survive in farming with such
price supports as still exist.

The source of much of the money
for farm capital and land is no great
mystery. It has been borrowed. It has
been made available by easy credit.
The easy credit is a result of the pol
icies and programs of the United
States government. The farm move
ment that got underway in the lat
ter part of the nineteenth century
was early penetrated with the idea
that easy money, or inflation, was a
panacea for the problems of farmers.

This easy-credit idea achieved po
litical expression in the Green
backer and silverite movement, was
propounded by the Populists in the
1890s, and entered the Democratic
party by way of William Jennings
Bryan and his followers in 1896. It
began to bear fruit when the next
Democrat, Woodrow Wilson, was
elected to the presidency in 1912. The
Federal Reserve Act was passed in
1913. The banks authorized under it
were to become engines of inflation,
for they were empowered to issue
currency on the security of commer
cial and agricultural paper. That is,
they could expand the credit by re
discounting notes held by banks, thus
making more money and credit
available.
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The Federal Reserve system, then,
has been the main fount ofeasy credit
in the United States generally since
that time. It is important to empha
size, however, that farm credit is a
breed all its own. Otherwise, it might
be supposed that farm financing is
done in the same way as for other
businesses. True, commercial farm
ing is a business, and farm enter
prises are often referred to as agri
business. But much of farm financ
ing is not done under such restraints
as apply to business concerns.
Farming is an especially risky busi
ness, yet much of the risk capital is
obtained as loans rather than from
investors who knowingly share in the
risk. Also, much of farm land is fi
nanced by borrowing.

The Farm Credit System

How has this come about? Mainly
by the operation of what has come
to be called the Farm Credit System.
Since little is known about this sys
tem generally, and since those who
know of one or more of its agencies
may not be aware of the government
connections or the strange organi
zational modes, some little explana
tion of it may be in order.

First, the Farm Credit System was
government inspired, government
authorized, has had initial and oc
casional government financial help,
and is government controlled! The
basic system was authorized by the
Federal Farm Loan act of 1916. The

Federal Land Banks, probably the
best known ofthe organizations, were
first organized in 1917, pursuant to
this act. There have been changes in
the system from time t<? time by con
gressional acts. The following re
marks are about the system as it was
authorized by the Farm Credit Act
of 1971.

According to the U.S. Govern
ment Manual, the system is orga
nized in this way:

The Farm Credit Administration, an
independent agency, supervises and co
ordinates activities of the cooperative
Farm Credit System. The system is com
prised of Federal land banks and Federal
land bank associations, Federal inter
mediate credit banks and production
credit associations, banks for coopera
tives. Initially capitalized by the United
States, the entire System is now owned
by its users.

Some of the above information could
be misleading, however. The Farm
Credit Administration is "indepen
dent" in the sense that it does not
fall under the authority of any reg
ular department of the government.
Otherwise, it is a government
agency, as are all the others under
its authority, and the governing
board is politically appointed: 12
members by the President of the
United States and one by the Secre
tary of Agriculture.

This is a nationwide system of
credit for farmers, the central banks
being distributed about over the
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country in much the same way as
are Federal Reserve banks. The
Federal Land Banks make long term
(5 to 40 year) loans to farmers se
cured by real estate. Although por
tions of the loans may be. used for
other purposes, they are made basi
cally for the acquisition of farm land.
The Intermediate Credit Banks are
discount banks, serving mainly Pro
duction Credit Associations. Their
main purpose is to discount inter
mediate term notes, such as would
be needed for the purchase of farm
equipment. Production Credit Asso
ciations make mainly what should
be called risk capital loans to farm
ers. The loans may be for periods of
up to 7 years. Banks for Coopera
tives are, as the name implies, banks
for associations of farmers.

Specialized Loan Companies

None of these organizations are
banks in the usual meaning of the
term. They are neither depositories
of money nor issuers of currency.
They might better be called loan
companies, for that is their function,
loan companies established by the
United States government. But the
word "company" may be misleading,
if by that term we mean an organi
zation owned and operated by inves
tors for profit. The organizations in
the Farm Credit System do not fit
that description. The investors have
no control over the organizations;
investment is separated from own-

ership; hired managers operate them;
and the profits, if any, go to the bor
rowers. Basic policy is set by politi
cal appointees or by law. Financing
came initially from the Federal gov
ernment, and ongoing financing
comes from consolidated bonds sold
to investors and backed by the notes
from borrowers. (The United States
government does not guarantee these
bonds, but that may be only a
technicality.)

The borrowers hold the voting
stock in the basic organizations for
the duration of their indebtedness.
They are required to purchase the
stock in order to obtain loans, and
when the loans are repaid they must
either relinquish the stock, or, in
some cases, accept non-voting stock
in return. The voting stock serves
basically as a means of choosing the
members of the committee which
approves or disapproves loans. Such
profits as may be made are, in effect,
paid out as reductions of interest
rates to current borrowers.

The point of these arrangements
may be easier to get by conceiving
the matter in figurative language.
The government has contrived to
bring into being and caused to be
planted and grown a vast cabbage
patch, i.e., credit, for rabbits, i.e.,
farmers. The rabbits have been
placed in charge of distributing the
cabbages under guidelines laid down
by politicians or their appointees. My
point is that a vast system of easy
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credit to enable farmers to buy land
and get risk capital has been made
available by government. But to
round out the account of credit insti
tutions one more needs to be in
cluded. It is the Farmer's Home Ad
ministration (known as the F.H.A.
in rural circles).

The ~H.A.

The Farmer's Home Administra
tion is a backup organization to pro
vide easy credit, mainly for farmers,
who cannot meet the requirements
ofother lenders. (Applicants for loans
are usually expected to submit evi
dence that they have been turned
down by other lending institutions.)
Its basic authority stems from an act
of Congress passed in 1921. It oper
ates within the Department of Ag
riculture, and it is financed by pro
ceeds from the sale of Treasury
certificates. It makes loans to "pay
for equipment, livestock, feed, seed,
fertilizer, other farm and home op
erating needs; refinance chattel
debts; provide operating credit to fish
farmers;" for the purchase of land,
houses, and other sorts of things for
rural inhabitants and farmers. Terms
of repayment and interest rates are
adjusted to the financial situation of
the borrowers.

None of this is meant to suggest
that farmers borrow exclusively from
government agencies. They, or some
of them at least, borrow from regu
lar banks, from insurance compa-

nies, from equipment dealers, and
from private as well as other public
sources. But there is every reason to
believe that the major source of the
easy credit which has many of them
now swamped with debts are the
government agencies.

While I was in the midst of writ
ing this article there was an account
on television of a farmer in Ohio who
was trying to prevent the auctioning
of his farm to pay his debts, or at
least those secured by it. According
to the television announcer, the man
had 199 acres of land, and he owed
$400,000 to a Production Credit As
sociation and $200,000 to a Federal
Land Bank.

Much more generally, the break
down of the lenders to whom were
owed the more than $92 billion out
standing farm real estate debt in

, 1981 confirms the preponderance of
these agencies. The largest portion,
nearly $36 billion, is owed to the
Federal Land banks. Nearly $8 bil
lion is owed to the Farmer's Home
Administration. Life insurance
companies had loaned nearly $13
billion, and commercial banks
somewhat under $9 billion. The other
lenders were not enumerated.

Here is a synopsis of an Associ
ated Press release (published in the
Birmingham News, January 2, 1983,
p. 21A) which illustrates the ease
with which farmers could borrow
money and the consquences of debt
for one man. It is about a man who
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was a farmer in Missouri. He began
farming in 1965 with 68 acres of land
and $600. By 1970, he was planting
900 acres and feeding several hun
dred hogs. This expansion was built
upon a mountain of debt; it eventu
ally totaled nearly $400,000.
Drought, a disease which decimated
his hog population, and inadequate
prices drove him to the wall. The
Production Credit Association, which
had been supplying the risk capital
for his operation, could carry him no
longer. He turned to the Farmer's
Home Administration, but that aid
did not last long. His farm was sold
at auction, but many of the debts re
main unpaid.

In retrospect, this farmer under
stands what happened to him this
way. He believes

he still would be farming had he not ex
panded with such zeal. Had his appetite
for money not been so voracious. Had that
money not been dished out so readily.

"They made a feather bed for me to lie
on ...," [he] said of the lenders. "You
know, I could basically sit down at my
kitchen table and write out a loan. It was
just too simple."

"The road to hell," it has been said,
"is paved with good intentions." The
road to trial and tribulation for
farmers is paved with government
programs. Undoubtedly, farmers
would have a full quota of trouble if
there were no government interven
tion. Commercial farming is a busi
ness, and it is beset with all the pit-

falls of other businesses. Some
businesses prosper, others fail. That
is the story of all business in good
times and bad, and especially in bad.
Beyond that, farmers face some risks
peculiar to their undertaking. Thus,
however unfortunate it may be,
farming is unlikely ever to be a uni
versally prospering undertaking for
all who venture into it.

Conclusions

But the conclusions toward which
this article has been moving are
these. Government intervention has
greatly aggravated the lot of the
farmers. Price supports induce
farmers to produce more. That, plus
crop restrictions, promoted the ex
pansion of land holdings and the shift
from labor toward capital. Despite
the fact that this was risk capital,
the government set up a vast credit
mechanism to supply much of it.

Price supports, crop restrictions,
and easy credit sent misleading sig
nals into the market. The crop re
strictions have generally been aban
doned over the past couple ofdecades,
not, however, before millions of peo
ple had been driven from farming
and the pattern had been set for those
who remained to expand their land
holdings and rely more and more on
capital. Price supports, while not so
obtrusive as they once were, still
serve to stimulate production.
Meanwhile, farmers go deeper and
deeper in debt in a desperate effort
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to produce more and more in the hope
that they can pay off the debts which
are threatening to crush them. Many
are falling by the way. Others, per
haps most, are having a hard time
due to the lower prices resulting from
the increasing production.

Many farmers are raising the cry
for government aid once again. But
the hair of the dog that bit them will
no more solve their problems than it
will cure alcoholism. Neither eco
nomic theory nor historical experi
ence support any such notion. It is
government intervention which has
bent, strained and distorted the
market to produce the current mess,

Government Lending

as well as a number of earlier ones.
The unhampered market provides

the guides for how much to produce
in order to survive in an undertak
ing. The free market price is the
surest guide to what to produce and
in what quantity. When credit is only
available from those who hope to
profit from lending the scarce money
available, there is little likelihood of
overexpansion of landholdings or
overcapitalization. Not so long as
these are dependent on credit. And
the farmers who are in desperate
straits today are those being crushed
by a mountain of debt. i

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

IN the sense that each borrower undertakes to repay out of the revenues
produced by his work, all government lending is lending to finance
enterprise. Where there is no enterprise, there is no prospect of repay
ment. In this broad sense, where enterprises and enterprisers are dis
cussed in these general comments, the terms are used to apply to farm
ers and working people as well as to businessmen, partnerships, and
corporations.

The theory of government lending is that it produces economic activ
ity which otherwise would not occur. This means that if the government
offers to pay the bills, now or later, homes will be built, factories will be
constructed and outfitted, minerals will be mined, crops will be grown,
electric power and telephone lines will be erected, goods will be exported
for sale abroad, employment opportunities will be created, and many
other business transactions will be undertaken, even if in each case it
would have been unattractive or financially impossible for the people
concerned to undertake the transaction unassisted.

(Extracted from the February 1955 report by the Task Force on Lending Agencies, prepared for
the Hoover Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the government.)



I sat at my desk in the classroom,
mulling over a stack of bills written
by the students in preparation for
our Mock Congress. As I glanced at
each one, checking for proper for
mat, neatness, and appropriateness
of the action proposed, a wave of dis
couragement swept over me.

Only two units earlier we had
spent several days discussing the
principles of the Declaration of In
dependence. I had tried to explain in
simple terms the formal writing of
Thomas Jefferson. I had placed spe
cial emphasis on the importance of
the truths deemed "self-evident to all
men."

Even as the discussion proceeded,
I had begun to detect that these self
evident truths and inalienable rights
were indeed foreign to many of the
youngsters. The very idea that the
main purpose of government was the
defense of individuals' lives, liber
ties, and properties seemed entirely

Mr. Peterson of East Greenville, Pennsylvania, teaches
economics and history in junior high school.

Dennis L. Peterson

From the
Mouths of

Babes

new to many of them. This was con
firmed when I rhetorically asked,
"What is the purpose of govern
ment? Is it to provide jobs? Set prices?
Build homes?" The overwhelming
response was, "Yes, that is govern
ment's job."

The explanation that followed
corrected their fallacious think
ing-or so I thought. They even did
well on the test, parroting back the
freedom philosophy I had so ex
pertly taught them.

Now, as I read the bills they had
proposed for their Congress, I real
ized the truth-they had not really
learned the philosophy of freedom.
The big brother philosophy was
firmly and unmistakably embedded
in their young minds.

Two bills proposed severe inter
national trade restrictions. Two oth
ers demanded long-term, low-inter
est loans for farmers and students.
Another mandated involuntary auto
seat restraints. Still another recom
mended a guaranteed annual in-

299
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come. One even suggested that the
government enter the fruit-growing
business.

It is true that one could simply
dismiss such proposals as the un
thinking work of junior high school
students. But it is not that simple.
From these bills I quickly realized
that the students were learning well
the philosophy of government so
prevalent today. Their bills merely
reflected proposals they hear dis
cussed on television. Their bills, with
a little spit and polish, refinement,
and professional legal terminology,
are the very issues being debated in
the halls of Congress.

These students knew of nothing
else to propose. Throughout their
lives they have been hearing adults,
especially the government "ex
perts," discussing the efficacy of
government regulation and inter
vention. Practically every proposal
offers some form of government con
trol. And usually such proposals are
designed to benefit some unfortu
nate individual or group, thus ap
pealing to their desire to help others
in need.

Many of the students had at
tended public school for several years,
where they had received the govern
ment's philosophy of control under
the guise of preparing them for free
dom. Those who had attended pri
vate school had either not been ex
posed to the freedom philosophy or
had not truly come to accept it for

themselves. None of them had read
literature written by proponents of
limited government.

As I sat at my desk, dejected and
defeated, I thought back to my own
early schooling. Even then several
social studies teachers had espoused
collectivist ideas. The literature was
filled with them. But at home I saw
in my parents hard work, rugged in
dividualism, sound personal econ
omy, and a fear of government in
terference. It was about that time
that I began receiving The Freeman
and "Notes From FEE." I still recall
my excitement when a book written
by Leonard Read arrived in the mail
and the elation I felt upon turning
to the dedicatory page and reading,
"To Frederic Bastiat...." Hand
penned following these printed words
were, "... and Dennis L. Peterson."
It was autographed by Mr. Read. At
that time I knew of no greater honor.
It encouraged me in learning more
fully the freedom philosophy.

Slowly I have realized that the
freedom philosophy is not some
thing that can be taught in a few
class periods. It cannot become a part
of one's life through a mere intro
duction in school. It must be con
stantly nurtured, strengthened, and
sustained. It must be shown to work
on a day-to-day basis. It must be re
inforced in real life in the home, in
the church, and in the very halls of
government. In short, it is some
thing that can be discouraged and
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destroyed or encouraged and
strengthened by others, but it must
be learned through self-discovery.

The way of freedom must be
taught, not by deriding the socialis
tic fallacies, but by accentuating the
righteousness of freedom. As Mr.
Read so clearly stated in Accent on
the Right, "When we accent what is
right, we put ourselves in the realm
of the positive; our message becomes
attractive, for it is one of hope rather
than despair. This approach also
strips the wrongdoing of its plausi
bilities and without any declama
tion on our part-leaves it bare, na
ked, and exposed."

A Lifetime Challenge

In reflecting on the lessons learned
from my students, I nQw understand
that teaching freedom to others is
not the work ofa'semester, but rather
the work of a lifetime. It will require
many lessons, not one lecture; much
reinforcement, not mere regur
gitation.

A proponent of freedom should be
a perpetual student. No one can be
a teacher who is not at the same time
a student himself. "Everybody is ig
norant," Will Rogers said, "only on
different subjects." Students will
advance in their learning only to the
degree their teacher is advancing in
his own education. Samuel Smiles
summed up this point in his book
Thrift when he wrote, "Every man's
first duty is to improve, to educate,

and elevate himself, helping for
ward his brethren at the same time
by all reasonable methods."

He should live his life in such a
way that others will see the desir
ability of individual freedom. He
should beware of developing a repu
tation as a ranting fanatic who is
always negative in his attitude.
Rather, he should be an exemplary
proponent of the positive, emphasiz
ing the benefits offreedom. He should
illustrate how good freedom is, not
how bad collectivism is.

Now I am asking myself what oth
ers are seeing in me. Will my young
daughters learn the freedom philos
ophy from my life the way I learned
it from my parents? If they do not, I
have only myself to blame. ,

Special Issue of The Freeman
on The Renewal of Freedom

Reprints of historic documents and
other suggested readings on Con
stitutional Government in America.

Copies of this July 1981 issue
available in quantities of 10 or more
at $.25 each. (Minimum order 10
copies.)

Order from:
The Foundation for Economic

Education, Inc.
Irvington, New York 10533



Lawrence W. Reed

Economists
and the
Future

IN September, 1981, an economist
from a major university in Michigan
made known his economic forecast
for 1982. His prognostications were
widely publicized; perhaps some
business or government decisions
were based on them. According to
the economist, the sluggish condi
tions of 1981 would give way to re
covery early in 1982. Auto sales
would improve to an annual rate of
9.7 million vehicles by the second
quarter. Unemployment would "sta
bilize" at about the 8 per cent level.
Economic expansion would spread to
all major sectors, with the overall
"rate of growth" doubling by the end
of the year. Price rises would remain
about as strong as they were in 1981.
Many of his predictions were ex
pressed in precise mathematical
quantities.

What a difference a few months
can make! Anyone who was awake
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last year knows that this particular
forecaster entirely missed the mark.
And yet, he employed one of the most
sophisticated mathematical models
money can buy.

What does an economist do, hav
ing erred so grievously? Quietly re
treat into the shadows of academe?
Not at all! Undaunted, he will wipe
the egg from his face, resume his
place in the crowded fraternity of
economic soothsayers, and begin
work on next year's prediction for
Gross National Product-to the
nearest tenth of a per cent. In the
welter of fallacious forecasts, hardly
a soul will single him out anyway.

The dismal record of the forecast
ing profession led one economics
professor at the State University of
New York to conclude recently that

Mr. Reed is Chairman of the Department of Econom
ics at Northwood Institute in Midland, Michigan, and
Director of the college's annual Freedom Seminars.
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non-economists on balance are bet
ter at seeing the future than are the
professional forecasters. Perhaps it
is time for the professional sooth
sayers to re-examine their premises
and methods.

What is it about the future that
makes it so hard to describe? The
answer is at once both simple and
profound: it hasn't happened yet!

Human hindsight is often "20-20"
but it is beyond human mental lim
its to really know with much preci
sion what tomorrow will bring. No
palm reader, no fortune teller, no
astrologer, no forecaster, not even an
econometrician, can ever dispel the
uncertainty of the future. Austrian
economist Ludwig von Mises, inHu
man Action, tells us:

If it were possible to calculate the fu
ture state of the market, the future would
not be uncertain. There would be neither
entrepreneurial loss nor profit. What
people expect from the economists is be
yond the power of any mortal man. 1

So it is that the existence of un
certainty is a commentary on the
nature of the human condition it
self. It is what Murray Rothbard
terms "a fundamental implication
derived from the existence of human
action." In his monumental work,
Man, Economy, and State, Rothbard
expounds:

This must be true because the con
trary would completely negate the pos
sibility of action. If man knew future

events completely, he would never act,
since no act of his could change the situ
ation. Thus, the fact of action signifies
that the future is uncertain to the actors.
This uncertainty about future events
stems from two basic sources: the unpre
dictability of human acts of choice and
insufficient knowledge about natural
phenomena. Man does not know enough
about natural phenomena to predict all
their future developments, and he can
not know the content of future human
choices. All human choices are contin
ually changing as a result of changing
valuations and changing ideas about the
most appropriate means of arriving at
ends. This does not mean, of course, that
people do not try their best to estimate
future developments. Indeed, any actor,
when employing means, estimates that
he will thus arrive at his desired goal.
But he never has certain knowledge of
the future. All his actions are of neces
sity speculations based on his judgment
of the course of future events. The om
nipresence of uncertainty introduces the
ever-present possibility of error in hu
man action. The actor may find, after he
has completed his action, that the means
have been inappropriate to the attain
ment of his end.2 (emphasis Rothbard's)

There Is a Need to JUdge
What the Future May Bring

To say that the future is uncer
tain, however, does not mean the end
of the matter. Surely, entrepreneurs
who assemble the tools of production
today, as Rothbard points out, must
make decisions based upon what they
think the future will hold. They make
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it their business to grapple with
questions such as: What will the
general state of business be next
year? How much will materials cost
and will they be available? What
wage rate will be required to attract
and keep the kind of employees we
need? What will be the effect on sales
if we change our prices? What are
our competitors likely to do? Where
will the best markets for our prod
ucts be? Is this a good time to seek
outside financing or will interest
rates decline in coming months?
Should we be working down our in
ventories? What will the politicians
do that might affect our business?

Consumers, securities investors,
government policymakers, and, of
course, economics professors on the
lecture circuit, join businessmen in
the search for information about the
future. The real question is, what can
we reasonably say about tomorrow
and what methods enable us to say
it? A review of the more prominent
methods of economic forecasting is
now in order.

A. Simple Trend Projection

This approach relies upon pure
extrapolation of previous trends in
some economic activity and as such
offers little more than a pretense to
being scientific. It works only inso
far as current trends continue. It does
not begin to account for, let alone
incorporate, any significant changes
or turning points. Professor James

B. Ramsey terms it "naive predic
tion" and offers this critique:

Either the predictor estimates some
relationship and assumes that the same
results will hold in the future; or he pre
dicts values by using currently observed
trends in economic variables over time,
for example, he says next year's income
will be equal to this year's plus 5 per
cent. There is no attempt to provide a
theoretical model in order to understand
the observed relationships.· There is no
concern for identification and little for
separating out the individual effects of
exogenous variables.3

Thomas Malthus, early in the
nineteenth century, used a kind of
simple trend projection to forecast
starvation and over-population. More
recently, the so-called "Club ofRome"
relied on the same approach to pre
dict the same thing. In Malthus' case,
the Industrial Revolution interfered
with his projection rather deci
sively. The Club of Rome's pro
jection did not foresee the decline
of birth rates in industrialized
countries.

To the extent that forecasters em
ploy simple trend projection (and
many of them do), they are walking
on ice so thin you can hear it crack
ing as they go.

B. Gross National Product Models

The concept of GNP purports to
express the total value of all goods
and services produced during a given
period of time. It is the consumma-
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tion of "national income account
ing"-the process of identifying and
adding up all the components which
comprise the economy.

Basically, GNP is "determined"
either by (a) summing the total ex
penditures on the "final product"
goods and services produced during
a period or (b) summing the total cost
incurred as a result of producing the
goods and services applied during the
period.4

GNP is probably the most widely
used "measure" of total economic ac
tivity and is the statistic which most
conventional analysts use to express
their predictions of business perfor
mance. Its many components sup
posedly. comprise a "model" of the
economy which can be a foundation
for economic forecasting.

What on the surface appears to be
massively profound turns out to be
something much less. GNP, being the
most "aggregate" of statistical ag
gregates, is riddled with problems
and errors and, what's worse, prob
lems and errors of unknown
magnitude.

Those problems and errors stem
from both the complexities of statis
tical measurement and the difficul
ties of basic conception (what to in
clude). What follows is an accounting
ofjust a few.

1. Errors of estimation. Simon
Kuznets himself, the "father" ofGNP,
suggested once that assuming an

average margin of error for national
income estimates (a prime compo
nent of GNP) of about 10 per cent
would be reasonable! Yet, some
economists routinely predict quar
terly GNP figures in tenths of one
per cent. Congress often makes pub
lic policy based upon those compu
tations which, even if accurate, con
jure up what Roger Garrison
describes as "the vision of a dieti
cian who weighs a locomotive both
before and after the crew boards it,
then uses the difference between the
two weighings as the basis for pre
scribing a diet for the whole crew."5

2. Incentives for collectors of the
data to fabricate or twist the sta
tistics for personal or political
advantage. We know that economic
statisticians in communist and Third
World countries are notorious for
this. Is it really unreasonable to as
sume that some twists or fabrica
tions happen here too? In a recent,
rather blatant example, the govern
ment decided to quietly start count
ing the 1.7 million members of the
armed forces in this country as part
of the work force for the first time.
That at least will make the official
unemployment figures look better for
those in public office.

3. Incentives for individuals pro
viding the statistics to report in
correct figures. Such distortions
occur as individuals attempt to guard
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trade secrets, evade taxes, or mis
lead competitors.

4. No account is made for the ac
tivities of the "subterranean
economy." Giving Caesar the slip
has become common practice as
Americans are called upon to dig
deeper in their pockets for what
Caesar claims is his. Underground
transactions, which totally escape the
tax and data collectors, probably
amount to hundreds of billions of
dollars and probably are rising.

5. Things not exchanged for dol
lars are not included. Paint your
own house and the value of the work
performed is not calculated by the
statisticians; hire a painter and his
wages become a part of GNP. Like
wise, if a man divorces his wife and
then hires her as a cook for $100 a
week, GNP will increase by $5200
annually.

6. Government spending raises
GNP. When government spends
more, it diverts funds away from
more efficient allocation by the mar
ket. One economist suggested-with
some sincerity-that it might be
more in line with reality if govern
ment expenditures were subtracted
from GNP!

7. Inappropriate depreciation al
lowances. These are determined by
often unrealistic assumptions un-

derlying the tax laws. Inflation in
recent years, for instance, has ren
dered depreciation allowances quite
inadequate.

8. Changing quality of goods not
reflected. GNP would not rise if an
improvement in a product did not
result in a higher price.

9. Exclusion of leisure. Leisure is
very much an economic good (sub
jectively valued and incapable of
quantification) and people often opt
to "consume" more of it and to con
sume less of the more "traditional"
goods and services.

10. Frequent revIsIons. This
shortcoming is related to the first one
cited above. GNP statistics are con
stantly subject to revision. Those
adjustments are often significant and
sometimes come months or years af
ter the initial calculation. In short,
by the time we have a statistic which
we can reasonably assume is "final,"
it may have long since lost any fore
casting value, if indeed it had any in
the first place.

Reliance on Gross National Prod
uct models as tools for accurate fore
casting has repeatedly led econo
mists astray. It seems that, at best,
such models say something about the
past, and nothing about the future.
Professor Kenneth Boulding's refer
ence to GNP as "one of the great in
ventions of the twentieth century,
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probably almost as significant as the
automobile,"6 goes down as a gro
tesque exaggeration.

C. Econometrics

Many of the problems of simple
trend projection and GNP models are
present in the more sophisticated,
heavily quantitative, econometric
models. These constructs, which
many once thought to be quite
promising, often comprise hundreds
of mathematical equations that pur
port to represent relationships among
the major aspects of economic activ
ity. Expensive, high-speed comput
ers churn out the meticulous fore
casts of the econometrician.

The record of these models has
been dismal indeed. Mistakes in
econometric forecasts have often been
so bad that merely changing their
signs from positive to negative or
negative to positive would have put
them significantly closer to the mark.
Business Week for March 30, 1981
provides a case in point:

The big econometric models began sig
nalling a downturn early in 1979 and
construed the second-quarter dip as the'
onset of a potentially serious recession.
After the third-quarter recovery, they
kept betting that the next quarter would
turn negative. Then, when last spring's
drop was already under way, they turned
briefly optimistic until the worsening
statistics convinced them that their ini
tial pessimism had been correct. They
were wrong once again, because the
economy picked up during the summer

and was still running strong at the end
of the year. "They were not only consis
tently wrong, they constantly changed
their forecasts in the wrong direction,"
notes Stephen K. McNees, an economist
at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
whom the econometricians themselves
rely on as an arbiter. 7

These errors certainly do not oc
cur because the practitioners of this
method do not try. They are simply
employing inappropriate assump
tions-assumptions that if rejected
would lead to the virtual termina
tion of econometric models as we
know them.

Economics as a science is best an
alyzed qualitatively, not quantita
tively. There are no truly constant
relationships in human action, which
means that most of the relationships
postulated in the equations of econ
ometric models are invalid. "Gar
bage in, garbage out," as they say in
computerese.

Economists have acknowledged for
decades that the function of the en
trepreneur is to anticipate changes
in the marketplace. Once the entre
preneur has made a decision, he then
exposes his wealth and income by
arranging factors of production in
such manner that he may satisfy fu
ture consumer demand. If he antici
pates correctly, he will earn entre
preneurial profits; if his judgments
are wrong he will incur losses. Any
number of variable and unforeseen
elements may arise to affect the out-
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come: changes in fashion and tech
nology, government policy, labor
union activities, competition, prices,
and even the weather. None of these
elements is entirely predictable; none
can be accurately determined by past
performance. Attempts to mathe
matically estimate these elements in
advance or to attach numerical sig
nificance to the subjective judg
ments of the entrepreneurs them
selves are pure folly. They are
doomed to suffer the failure which
lies in gross simplicity and
imprecision.

Not a Precise Measure

It is ironic that econometrics
strives for the exactness of numbers
and yet bogs down in static equa
tions which necessarily cannot be
gin to account for all the relevant
factors and their interrelationships.
Economist Henry Hazlitt tells us that
if a mathematical equation is not
precise, it is worse than worthless;
it is a fraud:

It gives our results a merely spurious
precision. It gives an illusion of knowl
edge in place of the candid confession of
ignorance, vagueness, or uncertainty
which is the beginning ofwisdom.8

Perhaps Mises said it best when
he wrote:

The fundamental deficiency implied in
every quantitative approach to economic
problems consists in the neglect of the
fact that there are no constant relations
between what are called economic di-

mensions. There is neither constancy nor
continuity in the valuation and in the
formation of exchange ratios between
various commodities. Every new datum
brings about a reshuffling of the whole
price structure.9 (emphasis mine)

The equations of econometric
models profess complexity, yet they
really represent a feeble, simplistic,
and futile effort to mirror the infi
nitely more complex network of hu
man actions we call "the economy."
They fail to account for many un
foreseen economic variables and
make little effort to recognize the
interaction between economic and
noneconomic variables. Their static,
impersonal, and aggregative ap
proach leaves acting man out of the
picture, replaced by lifeless equa
tions ofoften dubious value. The one
way they could be reliably predic
tive would be if people ceased
changing and became robots; then
the econometrician could "get a
handle" on them.

One observer recently commented
that to predict economic events, one
must first predict political events.
Unfortunately, there is much truth
in that statement. Today, it is not
enough to consider endogenous mar
ket forces when contemplating the
future. One must reckon with the
exogenous influence on the market
of colossal, erratic government. Pol
iticians and their bureaucratic foot
soldiers throw their weight around
like bulls in a china shop. Predicting
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the outcomes of the political process
is like trying to forecast which vases
the witless bulls will break next.
Econometric models are incapable of
foreseeing such events.

The failure of econometric fore
casting should come as no surprise.
But it would be surprising were its
practitioners to admit failure.

D. Statistical Indicators

This approach utilizes measure
ments of economic activity which
supposedly "lead," "coincide with,"
or "lag" the business cycle.

A list of leading indicators gener
ally includes the money supply,
housing permits, stock prices, raw
materials prices, inventories, and
corporate profits.

Roughly coincident indicators in
clude industrial production, factory
capacity, retail sales, and personal
income.

Unemployment, bank rates on
short-term business loans, labor cost
per unit ofoutput in manufacturing,
and new capital appropriations are
considered key lagging indicators.

Obviously, the group which is
supposed to have the most predic
tive value is the group of leading in
dicators. The Commerce Depart
ment compiles the monthly
"Composite Index of Leading Indi
cators," a widely followed statistic.
Just how reliable is it?

The index's lead time in signal
ling the onset of recessions has

ranged from four months to nearly
two years, which makes it a shaky
guide for anyone trying to plan for
economic swings.

The index's performance in call
ing the upturns is only marginally
better. On several occasions, it has
signalled booms or busts which never
materialized.

Statistical indicators, regardless of
their category, often have substan
tial inherent weaknesses. Many of
those weaknesses are akin to those
described above with regard to GNP,
itselfviewed as "roughly coincident"
to the business cycle.

The Producer Price Index, for in
stance, measures changes in charges
by firms that make goods. It is based
largely on returns from sellers, who
tend to report list prices. Not recorded
are the many trades that take place
at discounts or at premiums.

The Consumer Price Index is the
most-watched "cost of living" figure.
It assumes that families buy items
in the same proportions as they did
in the base year of 1972-73, even
though changes in lifestyles have
since taken place. For one thing, it
seems that an increasing number of
Americans today are keeping their
cars longer than they did ten years
ago, so the purchase of a new car
carries much less weight in a fami
ly's budget.

Also, the CPI vastly overweights
average housing costs and does not
take into account the fact that peo-
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pIe tend to buy more of a substitute
when the price rises on their first
choice. They buy more chicken, for
example, when beef prices go up.

Official figures on unemployment
are an important factor in govern
ment planning. But the figures, based
on household surveys, are deceiving.
For example, some able-bodied peo
ple cannot get certain types of wel
fare unless they are actually looking
for work, so they may facetiously tell
survey takers that they are job
hunting. They then become offi
cially unemployed.

Assuming it possible to assemble
accurate statistics which indicate
what they are supposed to and do
not require later revision, we might
have a sketchy picture of where "the
economy" was or perhaps where it
presently is. But we still couldn't say
for certain, based on the figures,
where it is heading.

Educated Speculation

Having said all that, it nonethe
less stands to reason that if we are
to be able to say anything at all about
the economic future, we probably
should know something about the
economic present and past. That's
where reliable statistics might play
some part, not as a basis for simple
trend projection, but merely as de
scriptions of economic activity al
ready behind us or underway. Even
the finest and most accurate statis
tics, though, should only be ingredi-

ents in a more fundamental ap
proach now to be examined. For want
of a more descriptive title, I shall
call it Educated Speculation.

This approach is characterized by
the following:

1. A clear recognition of the un
certainty of the future with no "leaps
of logic" or mindless extrapolations.

2. Careful use of only the most
meaningful statistics, understand
ing all of the limitations of such ag
gregates discussed above. This im
plies a task of "de-aggregating"
aggregates-of analyzing economic
activity as it results from acting, de
cision-making, welfare-maximizing
individuals.

3. A sound understanding of basic
economic principles and of the polit
ical process.

4. A thorough grasp of the causes
and consequences of the business
cycle.

With these tools, an economist can
proceed to say something about the
future and have some reasonable
grounds for saying it. He still must
be wary, though, of how far he can
go. Brian McAndrew, writing in the
Cato Institute's Policy Report for
November 1981, clarifies this point:

If forecasters recognized the limita
tions of economic theory and empirical
information, they would realize that the
most an economist can hope to do is ex
plain the likely consequences of different
policies. An economist can show, for in
stance, that a minimum wage tends to
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cause unemployment because it alters
supply and demand conditions in the la
bor market. An economist cannot say ex
actly when, where, and by how much un
employment will rise (Le., he cannot
forecast the unemployment rate), but he
can say that if a minimum wage law is
instituted unemployment will tend to in
crease. In addition, he can, by combinin§.
theory with empirical information, get a

rough idea of the amount of unemploy
ment caused by the minimum wage at
different times in the past, but he cannot
say what this amount will be in the
future. 10

The Austrian Theory

In this world of radical interven
tionism, correct business cycle the
ory is crucial to our ability to say
anything about the future. Cycle
theories abound, but the one which
fully integrates an explanation of the
cycle and its features with an anal
ysis of the entire economic system is
known in various circles as the
"Austrian malinvestment theory."

Propounded first by Ludwig von
Mises and later enlarged by Nobel
laureate Friedrich von Hayek, the
Austrian theory holds that the source
of the cycle lies in money and credit
expansion orchestrated by central
authoritip,s and proceeds to explain
its effects. It is the theory which en
abled Mises during the subtle infla
tion of the 1920s to warn ofa coming
depression. Few believed him until
it happened. I direct the interested
reader to more detailed accounts

found in the works of Mises, Hayek,
and Rothbard.

In the final analysis, the art of en
trepreneurship is the art of "edu
cated speculation." It is upon the
shoulders of the entrepreneur in the
market economy that the burden of
"educated speculation" rests. For
him, it is, in the words of Rothbard,
"a matter of intuition, 'hunch,' and
deep insight into the slice of the
market that the entrepreneur knows
and is dealing with."ll Entrepre
neurship remains a vital, creative
talent which economists would do
well to spend more time examining.
(See two works by Israel M. Kirzner:
Competition and Entrepreneurship
and Perception, Opportunity, and
Profit.)

"Educated speculation," as I have
termed it, is really economics brought
down to earth. It may not be as fancy
as econometrics or GNP modeling,
but neither is it as pretentious. It
says simply that an economist should
be an economist, not an aspiring
prophet.

The reader who began this essay
hoping to discover a crystal ball may
be disappointed that I have really
offered nothing of the kind. Instead,
what I have attempted to show is
that much of what is commonly re
ferred to today as "economic fore
casting" goes far beyond the real
abilities of economists to predict the
future. Rothbard offers us this so
bering reflection:
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As Ludwig von Mises used to point out
to those who were tempted to succumb to
the razzle~dazzleof economic forecasting:
If someone were really able to forecast
the economic future, he wouldn't be
wasting his time putting out market let
ters or econometric models. He'd be busy
making several trillion dollars forecast
ing the stock and commodity markets.
Let it be a reminder to anyone tempted
to partake of, or give credence to, this
modern form of soothsaying. 12 @'
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IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

WE can raise our national income to any figure we want simply by
depreciating the dollar enough to raise prices to reach that income.

In Germany, in 1923, the national income (in marks) actually rose to
hundreds of billions of times higher than its previous level, because the
paper mark was depreciated to one-trillionth of its former purchasing
power.

To be sure, when explicitly taxed with the point, economic planners
will say that their goal is a national income of x billions "in dollars of
present purchasing power." But they forget this qualification in actual
practice. They are always citing the latest national income figures in
terms of the latest and most inflated dollar. They do not stop to remind
us, or even themselves, how much the national income would have to be
written down to reflect the price level of, say, twenty years ago.

"The national income approach" has become one of the important
incitements to inflation. For the easiest and surest way to get constantly
bigger national income figures is not by increasing output and consumer
satisfactions, but by constantly shrinking the measuring rod, by con
stantly depreciating the dollar.

HENRY HAZLITT, The Failure of the "New Economics"
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The Strategic Metals War

WHEN the fates, in the guise of
whatever forces guide the shifting of
the earth's tectonic plates, picked the
southern African plateau and Soviet
Siberia as the home sites of at least
fifty rare metals, they acted with lit
tle regard for either social or ethnic
realities. The results confound mo
rality, make a mess of industrial
choreography, and guarantee a
schizophrenic dimension to what
ever passes for statecraft both inside
and outside the UN.

The whole big blooming mess de
mands some intricate charting if we
hope to make a stab at predicting
future world history. Seemingly, we
are caught between two inexorable
movements. The capitalist West,
with its "hi-tech" economy, depends
on a steady flow of all sorts of hard
ening alloys. The Big Four of cobalt,
chromium, platinum and man
ganese are absolutely essential. The
West needs cobalt for jet aircraft, for
computers, for space shuttles, and for
most electronic equipment. It needs
chromiurn for roller and ball bear
ings, for automobile connecting rods,
for high speed drills and dies. It needs

platinum for catalytic action in au
tomobile exhaust systems. And it
needs manganese-the remaining
rare metal in the Big Fou!-for the
simple reason that no one knows how
to make steel without it.

The Soviets have their own chrome
and other rare metals. But the west
ern world must have Zaire and Zam
bia for cobalt. It must have Zim
babwe (Rhodesia) and South Africa
for chrome. Some of the platinum
group of metals come from Canada,
but South Africa is the big supplier.
The fates were more liberal with
their distribution of manganese
(there is a lot of it on the floor of the
oceans, and Brazil has been a big
source of it). But, again, it is South
Africa that is the world's leading
supplier of highly processed
ferromanganese.

So the "Z's"-Zambia, Zaire, Zim
babwe-have it, along with their
ethnic enemies, the beleaguered
white rulers of "apartheid" South
Africa. If economics, the economics
of the market, ruled men's minds,
the "Z" problem would bother no
body. But African politics, with many

313
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a nudge from the Soviet Union and
its sidekick ofCastro's Cuba, threat
ens the market. A race war in South
Africa, coupled with an OPEC-type
price conspiracy of the "Z's" and an
invasion of Southwest Africa (Na
mibia) by the 20,000 Cubans now
stationed in Angola, would bring all
the high-tech nations of the western
world to their knees.

A Study in Political Economy

In a book that was originally pro
jected as an investment guide, The
Strategic Metals War, authors James
E. Sinclair and Robert Parker (New
York, Crown, 185 pp., $17.50) found
so many warning signals that what
they started as a compendium for
stock market advisers becomes
something else again. This is not only
an investment guide, it is a prime
work in modern political economy.

The authors are inevitably com
pelled to be geopolitical experts. They
raise all sorts of inconvenient ques
tions. With Admiral Mahan (The
Influence of Sea Power on History)
looking over their shoulders, they
indicate the importance of control of
the oceans around the Cape of Good
Hope at the southern tip of Africa.
Ships carrying oil from the Persian
Gulf to North European and Carib
bean-Gulf of Mexico destinations
need support from safe harbors in
South Africa. So do the ore freight
ers that bring fifty rare metals from
the mines of the South African pla-

John Chamberlain's book re
views have been a regular fea
ture of The Freeman since 1950.
We are doubly grateful to John
and to Henry Regnery for now
making available John's autobi
ography, A LiffJ with the Printed
Word. Copies of this remarkable
account of a man and his times
our times-are available at
$12.95 from The Foundation for
Economic Education, Irvington
on-Hudson, New York 10533.

teau (including the "Z" nations) to
the unloading points for factories in
the West German Ruhr and in
Pennsylvania.

n is easy to scoffat those who think
that politics can permanently over
whelm markets. The libertarians
who trust markets to prevail have a
point when they tell us that recent
oil discoveries in Mexico, Alaska and
the North Sea have helped break the
back of OPEC and so made the Per
sian Gulf less important to the West
than it was in 1973. But frantic
search for cobalt, 'chrome and plati
num (along with germanium, tan
talum, vanadium and antimony)
hasn't resulted in strikes with a dis
tribution comparable to the new
sources of oil all around the world.
The three "Z's" and South Africa,
along with Siberia, still maintain
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their near monopoly of the more im
portant rare metals.

Wars Over Cobalt

The history that is recounted in
The Strategic Metals War is one of
narrow escapes. In 1978 some 3,000
men of the Marxist-leaning Congo
National Liberation Front based in
Angola (where they were trained by
Cubans) passed through Zambian
territory and took over the mining
center of Kolwezi in the Zaire prov
ince of Shaba. The invaders encoun
tered no resistance from the army of
Zaire. They first ordered the closing
of the Kolwezi mines. Then they
herded the white women into a hotel
and forced them to dance on a small
stage before being raped and shot.
More than 90 whites and 750 Afri
cans were murdered by the invad
ers.

Meanwhile the price of cobalt in
world markets started jumping. The
Soviets, who had advance notice of
the invasion, had been buying up
available cobalt at the pre-invasion
price of $6.85 a pound. When the in
vasion hit the world headlines co
balt went all the way up to $49 a
pound.

With cobalt mining in Shaba to
tally suspended, President Mobutu
of Zaire put in a hurry call to Presi
dent Valery Giscard d'Estaing of
France. With help from U.S. mili
tary aircraft a rescue force of French
foreign legionnaires and Moroccan

troops were flown into Shaba. The
Marxist invaders, who had flooded
the mines, were quickly driven over
the border into Zambia and Angola.
It took fifty days to restore normal
operations in the mines. In 1979 and
1980 cobalt had to be ferried out of
Shaba by air at a cost of $1.50 a
kilogram.

What the West must face is that
it may take force to keep supplies
from the three "Z's" moving. It cer
tainly takes a nimble diplomacy. The
railways running from Zaire and
Zambia direct to the Atlantic and
Indian Oceans are only intermit
tently operative. The "Z" nations are
compelled to cooperate with the hated
South Africans in order to get their
metals to market by way of Cape
ports.

In Zimbabwe, at the moment,
tribal troubles are threatening min
ing operation. There is no reason to
suppose that the tribal rivalries will
completely disrupt the chrome mar
ket-after all, South Africa has
chrome to sell, too, and there is no
immediate difficulty in getting blacks
to do the mining. But Mr. Sinclair
tells us that, since the Shaba trou
bles in Zaire, it has become increas
ingly difficult to attract western
capital into African mining. Mining
equipment is wearing out.

And so the metals war goes into a
"cold" stage. It could get hot again
tomorrow. Stockpiling in the West is
in order. @
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JOHN DICKINSON:
CONSERVATIVE
REVOLUTIONARY
by Milton E. Flower
(University Press of Virginia, P.O. Box
3608, Charlottesville, VA 22903), 1983
338 pages • $27.50 cloth

Reviewed by Gottfried Dietze

THIS attractive volume contains a
well-written biography of one of the
great founders of the United States,
known as the "penman of the Revo
lution," and a symbol of that event.

In the New World, the American
Revolution was another dimension
of the English Revolution of the pre
ceding century. After Montesquieu
had classified Britain as republican
in substance, Americans made their
government republican also in form.
The United States became the only
country founded in the year of the
publication of The Wealth of Na
tions, in which Adam Smith urged
free enterprise for the good of man
kind. After the adoption of popular
forms ofgovernment, Americans soon
became aware of the major problem
of democracy, namely, to what de
gree the ruling majority should be
restricted for the sake of the rights
of the individual, among which those
of property ranked highly. All this
shows that the American Revolu
tion was a conservative revolution.

John Dickinson was a conserva-

tive revolutionary. According to Mr.
Flower, "Dickinson's approach was
a crystallization of the whig theory
that dominated the thinking of
American leaders." Dickinson, whom
Voltaire compared to Cicero, was
born in 1732 in Talbot County,
Maryland, and died in 1808 in Wil
mington, Delaware. He studied law
at the Middle Temple in London and
had an outstanding career, as a law
yer and a public figure. This corre
sponded with the words of Tacitus
he had recorded in his commonplace
book, "To despise fame is to despise
the Virtues by which it is acquired."

Aside from occupying important
positions in Delaware and Pennsyl
vania, Dickinson played a major role
on the American level. He repre
sented Pennsylvania in the Stamp
Act Congress of 1767 and drafted the
Declaration of Rights and Griev
ances. In 1767-68, he published the
Letters from a Farmer in Pennsyl
vania, to the Inhabitants of the Brit
ish Colonies. They reached a wide
audience so that prior to indepen
dence, Dickinson, with the excep
tion of Benjamin Franklin, was
probably the American known to
more colonists than any other. They
helped turn public opinion against
the Townshend Act, under which new
duties were to be collected to pay for
the salaries of British officials in the
colonies.

Flower writes that Dickinson was
"the first native political hero: the
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outstanding harbinger of American
protest against arbitrary British
measures and a true defender of lib
erty," who up to the convening of the
Second Continental Congress was
recognized as the chief spokesman
for American rights. Dickinson was
a delegate from Pennsylvania in the
First Continental Congress. In the
Second Continental Congress, he was
the principal author of the Declara
tion, setting forth the causes and ne
cessity of taking up arms. He helped
in the preparation of the first draft
of the Articles of Confederation. A
signer of the United States Consti
tution, Dickinson worked for its
adoption and defended it in a series
of letters signed "Fabius," the mas
tery and dignity of which won the
praise of George Washington.

Dickinson's concept of freedom was
a comprehensive one. "Men cannot
be happy," he declared, "without
freedom; nor free without security of
property; nor so secure, unless the
sole power to dispose of it be lodged
in themselves." He feared big gov
ernment and denounced govern
mental regulations from unfair tax
ation to restriction of manufacturing
to the control of the shipment of
goods, and so forth. He wanted lib
erty to be protected not only from
the English, but also from represen
tatives Americans had elected. In
1769, Dickinson wrote that he had
been incensed at the Pennsylvania
Assembly's permitting "the vilest

acts ofdespotism." Similar fears were
voiced by Dr. Benjamin Rush, who
founded Dickinson College in his
honor.

His love of liberty did not make
Dickinson favor anarchy or political
turbulence. He was convinced that
"the Cause of Liberty is a cause of
too much dignity to be sullied by
turbulence and tumult." He be
lieved in the rule of law, which to
him was the guardian of the individ
ual's rights from arbitrary govern
ment as well as the protector of these
rights from infringements by fellow
men: "The law delights in certainty
and quiet because, without these,
there can be no liberty." A contem
porary of Adam Smith, Immanuel
Kant and Thomas Jefferson, Dick
inson had a strong sense of morals
and virtue. When in 1782 an old
friend had voiced strong approval of
his gubernatorial proclamation
against vice and immorality, Dick
inson replied that he was convinced
"that the happiness of men in this
life as well as in the next depends on
the prevalence of piety and virtue
among them."

The penman of the American Rev
olution believed that "every friend
to mankind must rejoice, in contem
plating the actual and probable con
sequences of our revolution to other
nations." Never bending to public
opinion if he felt it to be wrong,
Dickinson urged Americans to favor
free government; "As for me, I will
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assuredly contend for that glorious
plan of Liberty handed down to us
from our ancestors; but whether my
labors shall prove successful or in
vain, depends wholly on you, my dear
Countrymen."

Mr. Flower's work furnishes a de
tailed description not only of the po
litical life of Dickinson, but also of
his private life. It is a well organized
scholarly study, supplied with a
careful bibliography and a long in
dex. When Charles J. Stille pub
lished his biography of Dickinson in
1891, less than a quarter of the
Dickinson Papers had been avail
able to him. Mr. Flower was fortu
nate to draw on a vast collection of
sources and write what in alllikeli
hood will be the definite description
of the life of a great American. It
makes good reading. ,

STALIN'S SECRET WAR
by Nikolai Tolstoy
(Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 383 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10017), 1981
463 pages. $18.50 cloth

Reviewed by Bettina Bien Greaves

IN his 1944 classic, The Road to
Serfdom, Nobel Laureate, economist
F. A. Hayek explained "why the
worst get to the top." And now in
Stalin's Secret War, Nikolai Tolstoy
shows how "the worst" stay on top
once they get there. Dictator of all

the Russias for almost three decades,
Joseph Stalin was certainly one of
"the worst," and the tactics he used
to stay on top were brutal and
barbaric.

Nikolai Tolstoy describes Stalin as
physically unattractive-short, "only
five feet four inches high, ... thin,
swarthy and heavily pock-marked."
As he aged, "his hair greyed and
thinned considerably and his belly
began to hang within the loose-fit
ting uniforms he affected. His pock
marked features appeared more li
ned and pitted than hitherto, his
moustache was scrawny and
streaked, and his teeth blackened
and stained." He spoke in a "monot
onous" tone and "with a harsh Geor
gian accent."

However, physical appearances are
not crucial. It is character that in
fluences action. Stalin was ruthless,
a characteristic his predecessor and
idol, Lenin, apparently appreciated.
He helped to finance the "revolu
tion" by robbing banks. When im
prisoned by the Tsarist regime, he
associated, not with the "politicals,"
but with the common criminals. He
was vicious and crude. Nikita
Khrushchev, Stalin's successor as
Soviet dictator, described him as
"brutish ... harsh ... coarse and
abusive with everyone." Yet he felt
insecure; he had an inferiority com
plex, and this, according to Nikolai
Tolstoy, led to fear and paranoia. He
became obsessed with the belief that
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he was surrounded by enemies. The
methods he used to stay on top,
therefore, are explainable by his
character-his ruthlessness, his re
spect for gangster types, his fears and
his paranoia.

Ambition plus ruthlessness en
abled Stalin to rise to power over
Trotsky and all other contenders. In
time he came to hold sway over mil
lions and "virtually owned the So-

. viet Union in as absolute a sense as
property can acquire." The country's
fairly proper constitution, code of
laws and regulations were largely
ignored by Stalin and his gangster
type associates; they were above the
law. "No real property rights existed
in the Soviet Union except Stalin's;
he could literally do as he chose with
anything." Any who dared to hint,
or who was suspected of hinting, at
opposition was effectively silenced by
the secret police. Yet these very po
lice-state methods added to Stalin's
fears for his own personal safety. He
trusted no one.

Stalin admired his fellow-despot,
Adolf Hitler. He was apparently de
lighted when the German-Soviet
Non-aggression Treaty was signed
(1939), leading to the partition of
Poland between their two countries.
Stalin considered Hitler a friend. It
was with complete disbelief that he
learned, on June 22,1941, that Ger
man military forces had attacked
Russian soldiers stationed along their
common border in the middle of Po-

land. Warnings of a possible Ger
man attack had reached Stalin from
U.S., British and Russian intelli
gence sources, but he had chosen to
ignore them. As a result, the Rus
sians were utterly unprepared and
chaos reigned. When his men at the
front reported to Moscow they were
under fire, they were told, "You must
be feeling unwell," or "Do not give
in to provocation, and do not open
fire!" According to Nikolai Tolstoy,
"There was in fact no battle-plan;
only Stalin could issue instruc
tions." And Stalin apparently pan
icked. His Foreign Minister, Molo
tov, announced the German attack
to the Russian people.

Stalin had become a prisoner of
his own paranoia. It was not until
two weeks after the German attack
that he came out of seclusion to
broadcast to the Soviet nation. Ac
cording to Tolstoy, Stalin appeared
more fearful of assassination, an up
rising in Russia and the possible
overthrow of his own government
than he was of the German inva
sion. These fears led to his "secret
war," the war against his own peo
ple. In one chapter, "War on Two
Fronts," Tolstoy describes Stalin's
two bitter struggles-one against the
Germans at the fighting front and
the other against the Russians be
hind the front.

As Stalin trusted no one, his se
cret police were ordered to arrest
anyone suspected ofopposition to him
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or his government. He especially
feared persons with leadership qual
ities. Purges were carried out in
Russian-occupied territories, and also
in Russia, against military officers,
professionals and intellectuals. To
forestall a Polish uprising, thou
sands of Poles were arrested shortly
after partition; many were executed,
often after having been cruelly tor
tured. His henchmen were no less
ruthless in their treatment of Rus
sian nationals.

Stalin's insecurity persisted even
after the fighting stopped. He was
still fearful of domestic uprisings and
determined to liquidate all potential
opposition before trouble could start.
In his view, anyone who had ob
served life outside the Soviet Union
might have acquired foreign ideas
and thus become a threat to the So
viet regime. As the Yalta Agree
ment called for the repatriation of
"Soviet citizens," that Agreement
became the grounds for the Soviet
government's demand that the
thousands of refugees from the east
who were in Allied hands at war's
end be "repatriated." With Allied
help and without adequate screen
ing, therefore, many thousands, in
cluding many non-Soviet citizens,
were tricked into railroad box cars
and lorries and then forcibly carted
off to imprisonment, torture and
death in the U.S.S.R. One important
chapter in this book is devoted to this
sad event in history.

This post-World War II forced
transport of refugees to Russia was
not without precedent in Russian
history, a precedent which drew it
to Nikolai Tolstoy's special atten
tion. Petr Tolstoy (1645-1729), an
ancestor of Nikolai's, was an ambi
tious and unscrupulous aide to the
Russian Tsar, Peter the Great. When
the Tsar wished to change the suc
cession, he commissioned Petr Tol
stoy to bring the Tsar's son, Alexius,
back to Russia against his will. Petr
deceived Alexius, returned him to
Russia, where his father had him
imprisoned, tried and eventually
tortured to death.

Shakespeare wrote of Henry IV,
"Uneasy lies the head that ·wears a
crown." Although Stalin wore no ac
tual crown, his power was more ab
solute and his reign more ruthless
and cruel than that of most kings.
So his uneasiness was more pro
found and his position more precar
ious. This insight makes Stalin's
fears, his paranoia and his ruthless
tactics comprehensible. It helps us
to conclude with Nikolai Tolstoy that
"Stalin was not mad." As Adam Ulam
wrote in Stalin: The Man and His
Era: "The madness lay in the sys
tem that gave absolute power to one
man and allowed him to appease ev
ery suspicion and whim with blood."

Stalin's Secret War is a remark
able book, not a pleasant one, but
one that reveals a great deal about
the nature of one-man government.@
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